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Bond speaks·of 'SinS:· against the people'
Noted civil rights leader
says we are going backY/~r~: ..~ ··· ·.
in our fight for equality
o.I'• · , , ,

By PAT BAKER
Staff Writer

The road must be paved for
minorities and women, said
Georgia's Senator Julian Bond. Increasing Americans' level of con-

•

""

Bond said in the sixties, people
felt they could contribute.: to solving
the problems, and' cit-" was_ the
people's mass participation that
enabled King to ·speak. Now, he
said, the people want the leaders to
·solve all the problems.

sc~o~ness, ~~9.:1!~ }>~ ~~~..?~'- ~11,1"..ttw,·:,.,According to Bond•. o~ ~cpuntrY'<... ~"~'1 ··
pno es.
., .
lacks l~ership. He said Reagan is
·
Bond, whose visit was sponsored
againsf increasing ·equal oppor- .. · ~ · ·.-·
by the Associated Students of Centunities, and in order to increase the ·,'!-. l~.'.i;:• ~
tral Washington University and the . .country's awareness. of inequality._ ;,;>: ...1~
Office of Minority Affairs,
""e ". s~
. - ~ .,·mass
· · · P'""
....id·pation is ,·~r.~'l
.:._-_--.,j~"!7';:·
. spoke-to
M a ..,· · ~ ,_JI.
u~
cuu
._,
large audience last T hursday in c- · ·':' 'severely··needed.'today. · ·..... ··' . . , ·. ~· . · · ·· · :Connell Auditorium exposing them
.
· . to what he said are the "sins against ·
In addition to being a political .-;;~ ;t:~
the people." He spoke as part of spokesperson for:human ideas and ... ~d. ~:+fr~.
CWU's recognition of February· as
concerns, and a; leader in the fight '~·-~·~~ ~~
Black History Month.
for the rights of tfie American ; ... :.. .'
Although the Civil Rights movedream, Bond was the first Black to . . · ,
ment lunged forward by the efforts
be nominated for vice president. He
of Martin Luther King, Bond said, . has served as a member of several
"Our relative condition has manag- . Civil Rights organizations and , is
ed to get worse and race prejudices
currently a member ~f the Comrriitare very much with us." Military
tee on Human Resources and .
spending continues to grow as
Government Reorganization, and
American's civil rights slip away,
chairman of the Consumer Affairs
saJd Bond, and as demands became
Committee. He is also president
more insistent. a shift began to ocemeritus of the Southern Poverty
SPEAKING OF CIVIL RIGHTS - Georgia Senator Julian
cur in national consciousness. Bond
Law Center, a founding member of
said current government policies do . the National Committee to Free
Bond spoke to Central students about the lack of progress in
not include enforcing equal opporSoviet Jewry and a member of the
racial equality.
tunitles for minorities and women.
Atlanta Black, Jewish Coalition.

Central facing loss ()f$9·_ million in federal aid
This is part one of a two-part
series dealing with the ]XJSSible
loss of CWU'sfinancial aid due to a
new nationwide program.

By JAMES P. LUIDL
Staff Writer

What would life be like at Central
if there were no financial aid? How
would we survive? How . many
students would not be able to go to
school if financial aid were not
available? What would happen to
Central if the students on financial
aid could not attend school? It's a
scenario that most students don't
think about. but it is also a situation
which has just become a frightening
reality.
The "Higher Education Act" requires that for any institution to

receive federal aid, that institution agreement and send it back to the
must abide by the requirements of J US Department of Education prior
the "Program Partici:pation Agreeto April 15, 1987. This agreement
ment." The agreement simply sets
states that Central is abiding by the
down guidelines and mies that in- ·· stipulations of the agreement. If we
stitu.t ions must follow in order. to . .do ~ot return the agreement or are
qualify for federal ~- for student Anot complying to the agreement by
financial assistance. In this case,
July'l, 1987, Central could have its
this means all assistance authorized
federal aid delayed or denied.
.
by Title IV of the Act prior to the
The problem is Central does not
commencement of the 1987-88 ·have a substance abuse program
·award year on July 1, 1987.
(for alcohol and drugs) on campus
Recently, ·PUblic Law 99-498 rethat is accessible to officers.
quires that all institutions receiving . employees and students of the
federal aid for student financial
university. So, what exactly could
assistance must have in operation a
be taken away from Central's finansubstance abuse prevention pro- . cial aid? Under Title IV, programs
gram that is determined by the incovered by this agreement include
stitution to be accessible to any ofthe Pell Grant, Guarenteed Student
fleer, employee or student at the
Loan,
Parent
Loan
for
university. Put simply, the exUndergraduate Students, Supecutive officer of the university
plemental Loans for Students, Sup(President Garrity) has to sign the
plemental Educational Opportunity

Grant, College Work-Study. Job
Location and Development and the
Perkins Loan (formerly the National
Direct Student Loan) programs.
This does not cover loans from
banks which are_backed up by the
federal government.
Tom Alex of Central's financial
.aid office said that roughly 80 percent of the ·students at Central
receive financial aid in one. form· or
another. Financial aid amounts to
about $12 million. Alex said that
the university stands to lose $9
million in federal aid. The only
students who won't be affected are
those who receive scholarships.
John Sonnen of Student Services
said that there are many groups and
programs here on campus that deal
Please see Vote page 5
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, are printed on or, in some cases,_. ~~: ... ~ ter · than with what studenfs .' ·~: teaching and best text to select
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·Please see Faculty page 10

Have you used, or do you plan on using, the new computer faculty evaluations? Why, or why not?
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· The Observel', the official student newspaper of Central
Washington University, is a laboratory newspaper In conjunc. tion with the CWU Communications Department. All unsigned·editorlals ~ th_e view of the majority of The Observer
editorial board.
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to publication date. Deliver letters to: Editor, The Observer.
CWU, Bouillon Hall, Room 225, Ellensburg, WA 98926.
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limited to two pages in length. We reserve the right to edit
them for brevity. The Observer is published each Thursday
during the school year. excluding holidays and final exam
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Look out.for
trucks on the
mall
To the Editor:
Recently, in this section of the
paper, we've been seeing numerous
letters about the dangers of a trek
down the main mall during a midmorning class break. Bicycles are
zipping past at the speed of light,
freshman girls are walking
backward in a random zig-zag
course, having 10 minute
goodbye's with her friends, and the
zombied-out exam victims are staggering past. However, there is one
safety problem which hasn't been
addressed yet, which is potentially
the most deadly.
Campus regulations are very
strict, as should be, about students
driving on any sidewalk or mall.
This has been taken far enough to
have the construction of new,
designated unloading areas, in
residential sections of the campus,
to keep cars off of even the least
traveled paths. Motor vehicles and
pedestrians just don't mix.
Yet during the hectic morning
class changes, with wall to wall people, including the above mentioned
hazards, it is very common to encounter anything from a threewheeled box with shovels hanging

page four there ' was an article
about the last Board of Director's
meeting; on page five the candidate forum and televised
debate were advertised; on page
14 the Board's page had several
stories about current issues: and
on page 17 there was. a notice
about the general elections. What
more can we do? Is 'it my fault or
the Board's in general if students
such as Ellen Nolan do not
choose to read? Or attend a Board
of Director's meeting? Or attend a
Club Senate meeting? Or stop by
for a talk with any of us?

Persons such as Daniel Stiller
out the back, to a one-ton flatbed
truck, all belonging to the physical (editorial on Jan. 29) and Ellen
plant, ·wading through the crowds. Nolan (letter on Feb. 19) should
Harder to understand is the campus become informed before slander'-'safety" force also engages in this ing the Board of Directors. And
most dangerous practice. All of yes, I did say slander. According
these people are employees of the to Webster's New World Dicschool who made the regulations in tionary, to slander is to utter
the first place. While the people falsehoods that damage
driving the vehicles are competent another's reputation. Let me
professionals, the members of the point out that I am not concerned
crowds they are driving through that my reputation or the Board's
aren't. While nothing has happened in general has been damaged. I
yet, just one incident.. especially think that any informed person
with a large truck, could prove very would no believe a word either of
th~se people have to say. It is a ·
tragic.
The solution is quite simple, too. shame that persons such as
The crowded times are very predic- those named above feel the need
table. Avoiding use in the last 15 to present lies and falsehoods to
minutes of every morning hour by students. This year's Board has
motor vehicles could save a very ·achieved many of the goals and
plans we presented as canneedless and avoidable tragedy.
didates.
Signed,
Our goals range from creating
Jack Geiger a book exchange to establishing
varsity soccer teams, from providing apartment information to
lobbying for Central and Higher
Education. Of course, not all of
our goals have become a reality
yet. We are still working on
several of them. However, we
have accomplished a great deal.
We have let the students know
this through the one medium we
have available to us, The
Observer.
To the Editor:
One has to look no further than
As a member of the ASCWU
the last issue of the Observer
Board of Directors, I am frcinkly
(Feb. 19) to see many of the
very tired of hearing what a terriBoard's accomplishments and
ble job this year's Board is doing
advertisements. For instance, on
from people who are, at most,
page one, there was an article
uninformed.
about faculty evaluations; on

How can anyone call the current Student Government
apathetic and blame them for
lack of candidates? What can
Ellen be thinking? Students who
are in government are obviously
not apathetic because they are
concerned enough to become involved. Furthermore, it is not our
responsibility to coerce students
into running for a position. ·I
would not want a leader in student government who does not
want to be there. I think it is a
shame that more students do not
want to be involved in the student government. It is a rewarding and educational experience,
but it also takes a great deal of
time.
Signed,

Stop slandering
the BOD

Karen Henninger

Director at Large
Editor's Note: It should be made
clear that none of Ms. Nolan's
statements have been shown to
be false.
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NEWS
By JULIE SEIBERT
News Editor

ASCWU
Elections
1987-1988

ASCWU elections are going to
held Feb. 27 and, with the exception
of the office of president, all positions are going officially uncontested. There are, however, a
number of write-in candidates who
have ftled for office and will be considered on Friday's ballot.
The candidates for president are
Michael Paulos and Mike Little.
Jeanine Godfrey, after being knocked out of the race in the primary
election, · has officially filed as a
write-in candidate for president.
Current ASCWU President Mark
Johnson said that he has never
heard of a candidate doing this
before, but also said that he thought
it was an admirable move.

Scott Lemert is the sole candidate
for executive vice president, as are
Mike Kaiser for executive vice president of budget and finance, Carolyn
K. Carver for director at large of
clubs and organizations, Caryn
Hanan for director at large of
facilities planning and Steve Feller
for director at large of Student Living.
No one ftled for the position of
director at large of the Faculty
Senate. There are, however, three
write-in candidates registered for
that position: Rick Tigges, Mark
Shriner and Drew W. Wood.
Johnson said that the number of
write-in candidates for this election
is unusual.
Voting booths will be located in
the SUB, Tunstall and Holmes dining halls.

}wo off_icial candidates·vie for the presidency

Mike Little, candidate for ASCWU
president, says that he really likes to
get involved. He feels that serving as
ASCWU president is the best way to
do that with the highest impact.
Little has been involved in Central over the last several years in a
number of capacities. He has served
on the Council of Probaty, which
oversees all of the motions of the
Board of Directors. Recently he

developed and pushed to completion the new student book exchange
program. He has seived as chairperson on the campus judiciary council, which reviews sanctions imposed by deans, and ·currently he is
working to set up a system of
representation for the satellite campuses. Little says that he has worked closely with the Board of Directors on other minor. projects over
the last year and a half as well.
Besides continuing work on current projects, Little says that if
elected as president he will try to increase student awareness of the
BOD through one on one communication. He also says that he
wants to not only come up with
many helpful ideas for the students,
but also be involved in' every step of
incorporating those ideas into a
working system.
Little is majoring in business,
economics and computer information. He says that he'd like to u~ his
economics degree to get involved
politically.. probably at the state
level, after he graduates.
"If I'm elected, I've proven before
and can promise now that I'll work
as hard as I can to generate new
ideas for the benefit of students,"
Little says.

Paulos served in high school as
. president of his library club and attended a leadership training conference.

Michael Paulos
Michael. Paulos says that
although he hasn't been involved in
Central much, he feels that 'it's time
to start getting inyolved and runn-.
ing for ASCWU president is a good
way to do that.
Paulos says that he feels all the
elected positions are important, but,
he explains, "I don't see the need to
go through the ranks. President is a
suitable position for me."

If elected ASCWU president,
Paulos says that he hopes to make
things easier for the students. He
wants to insure that computer fees
never rise again. He also says that
the student government should be
involved in trying to get Central's
radio station, KCAT. off of cable and
back on the airwaves. Paulos would
like to start holding weekly news
conferences in residence halls to inform students and give them the
chance to ask questions. He also
said that he would like to try to expand the hours of Nicholson
Pavilion and bring more affordable
comedy and music acts to the campus.

Paulos is majoring in speech communication and says that he plans
to go to law school after graduation.
Paulos feels that the job of
ASCWU president requires not just
experience but also hard work and
dedication. He says that if elected,
he will not give up on his campaign
promises, but will keep working
towards his specific goals.

Reporter feels that election process is flawed
.
ANALYSIS
By JAMES P. LUIDL
Staff Writer

Every winter quarter the students
of Central Washington University
are given a chance to make a difference. They are given a chance to
make their opinions known. They
are given a chance fo pick who they
want to lead our student government and represent our opinions
here at CWU. That's right, it's time
for the ASCWU elections again.
Everytime we have elections,
there is always some sort of controversy that goes with them. It
could be that someone is stuftlng
the ballot box, the candidates are
using school funds, which is illegal,
or they are using unethical tactics
such as campaigning at the polling
places. Inevitably there is always a
protest by at least one of the candidates that someone should be disqualified because they did this or
that.
Last years' elections were the
most appalling example of political
backstabbing, underhanded

methods and foulups that l have
ever seen since I have come to Central. Only two candidates were not
fined for some infraction of the rules
last year. After the election there
were letters from losing candidates
to the Observer complaining of
broken rules and demanding a recount or a new election. ·
The second controversy centered
around an Observer staff member
who took it upon himself to find out
just how safe the voting system is.
He went to the polls and voted three
or four times to fmd out if the election committee would catch his little ploy. They didn't, and we received a lot of mail pro and con about
the incident. Whether the reporter
was right or wrong in his actions
was not the point. The point was
that the election process was proven
to be flawed.
As the ASCWU elections came
around again, I began to wonder
what the elections committee was
going to do about making the election less susceptible to cheating. To
my surprise I saw voting machines
around campus. At first, I thought
that they were finally going to do
something right. Not only were they
using the machines, but they were

using stamps, so that students are on the machine, and then comcouldn't vote again. They also took paring that number to the number
down our names and student of names on the registration sheets.
numbers so that they could check to In this election, there were actually
see if anyone cheated, or so I less votes on the machines than
thought.
there were on the registration
Being the active political type I sheets. Drinkwater said that there
am, I decided to vote in the primary are some people who will register,
elections..After I made my vote and but then abstain from voting.
got my stamp, I began to wonder if
Drinkwater commented that they
that stamp could come off. To my only check the names and student
amazement, it took me about five numbers if they have a suspicion
seconds to wet my thumb and rub that there has been some cheating.
the mark off. At this point I He said that in this election, they
wondered if I could do the same had no reason a8 far as they could
thing as my previous journalistic tell, so they did not check. I was not
collegue had done the year before.
caught. What I would like to know
I immediately went to Tunstall to is, what constitutes their version of
vote again. I got stamped, but the reasonable suspicion? Whatever it
voting machine was not working _is, it is not enough,
and the election official did not
These voting machines are not
know how to operate it. I rubbed the being used free of charge. They are
stamp off in front of her, making -being rented by the election comsure she saw it. Slie did seem a bit mittee for the elections. My question
shocked over the whole thing. I is, if the election committee is going
crossed my name out and voted at to rent voting machines, be it for
Tunstall's booth later in the day. I convenience or accuracy, shouldn't
voted twice. ·
they create a system that will
I wanted to see if I would be eliminate cheating and carry that
caught. I wasn't. John Drinkwater,
plan through to the letter? It seems
the advisor to the election committee, said that the election results are
Please see Aid page 5
checked by seeing how many votes
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Vote
from pg.4
ercise their right to vote on Feb. 27.

to be a waste of money to rent these the election committee has not
machines and hold an election that learned their lesson. I will not deis not checked for accuracy.
fend my actions as being very
There were other problems that ethical, but I will deem them
occured during the voting that I necessary. I may receive a lot of
could not believe. When I first went criticism because of my actions, but
to vote at the SUB voting booth, should I have let the system go on as
there was the election official flawed as it is?
discussing policy with voters and
It is my hope that this story will
telling people who to vote for. I
couldn't believe my ears. As I said · move some people to action. I hope
before.. the election official at that in some way I can make the
Tunstall not only did not know how election process more accurate and
to work the voting machine, but did fair. If the election ·committee
nothing when I rubbed the ink wishes to rescind my votes they
stamp off of my wrist. I also heard can. I voted once for Mike Little and
that there was a voting booth left once for Michael Paulos. To all of the
unattended for ten to fifteen other candidates, please accept my
humble apologies. I wish all of the
minutes at Holmes dining hall.
candidates
the best of luck.
Do these people care, do they
I also urj;(e the student body to exhave any responsibility? Obviously,

It is worth your time. I do not con-

done the act of voting more than

more about

once, but if someone does, I would
hope the election process will now
catch it.

Aid
from pg. 1

with substance abuse. These include BACCUS, residence hall programs, individual counseling, Narcotics Anonymous, supporting
groups, Central Helpers and recently, Alcoholics Anonymous. Assistant Dean of Students Deacon Meier
and the staff at the Health Center
have been doing work on the side
for years to help prevent substance
abuse on campus. The problem is
that these programs are for the
students only and are not available
t? ~e officers and employ~es of the
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university. None of these programs
deal with prevention of substance
abuse. Programs such· as AA deal
with abusers who have admitted
having a problem.
Sonnen hopes that the program
can be in place and approved before
the deadlines, but said he can never
be sure. Sonnen said that one would
guess that the government would
recognize the risk of the new law
and not enforce it immediately.
"But no one knows that for:- sure, so
we can't take chances."
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Transcripts cost$$$
By LIONEL G. CAMPOS
Staff Wrtter
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MORE MONEY - Students have yet another fee to look
forward to upon graduation. Transcripts will set you back
three dollars.

Soon after graduating, Central
students will be sending out job applications, hoping one of them will
get them quickly employed. Along
with their applications, employers
often require transcripts to be sent
also.
Here at Central, the charge of getting an official transcript is $3. Having to pay this assessment could
prove rather expensive to students
who eagerly fill out application after
application and need to send
transcript after transcript.
James Pappas, dean of Admissions and Records, said the
transcripts used to be free, but with
the 1981 cutbacks the transcript
·department had to become selfsupporting. It was then that the
charge became imposed.
According to Pappas, the $3
charge falls in line with other state
and national universities. He said
the minimum charged is $3, while
some other schools charge $5.
. Pappas said it is common practice
for graduates to make photocopies

of their transcripts themselves, and
then mail the copies with their applications. However, he said the fear
of having the transcripts altered has
caused employers to ask for official
transcripts (sealed and with the embossed design).
Pappas said the charging of $3
per copy is necessary since the
department has become selfsupporting. Salaries plus costs for
equipment and supplies all come
from the charge imposed on
students.
Students wishing to see their
transcripts can do so free of charge
anytime, Pappas said. He explained
there is no charge for students who
ask to sirilply see their transcripts.
However, students are not allowed copies of their transcripts if they
have missed loan payments. Pappas said the reason behind this is
that the state auditor asks what efforts the university is undertaking
to collect from students who have
stopped making payments on their
loans. He said this is the only way to
pressure students to keep their
payments up to date, which reduces
the amount of default ori loans.

WSL installs plans for tuition, salaries, financial aid
By MARK MCLEAN
Staff Wrtter

A tuition installment plan which
would allow students to pay tuition
in three payments is just one of
three major campaigns the
Washington Student Lobby is
working on.
Dr. Jim Sullivan, executive director for WSL, said the lobby was
working on passing a "law which
allows an installment plan for tuition."
Sullivan said the idea was tried
out at Western Washington University. He estimated that about 600
students participated and were
allowed to make three installments
in any amount on their tuition fee.
"It went extremely well,"
Sullivan said, "and it was a completely voluntary operation."
Western was wary and thought it

was complicated at first, but it prov- that consideration of the faculty
ed succes$ful, according to SulJivan. salaries was a positive start.
Sullivan said the law, which
Also on the WSL's priority list is
would make it legal for schools to of- increased state financial aid infer a tuition installment program, . creases. Sullivan ·said a $10 million
has an "excellent chance to pass."
increase in student fmancial aid was
Another major campaign under- a possibility that the WSL is "very
way by the WSL calls for increased much interested in getting.'' ·
faculty salaries. Sullivan said the
The WSL is working on five addiSenate Ways and Means Committee was considering a supplemental tional items. With approximately
funds initiative which may provide
increased salaries for faculty and
graduate teachers.
Sullivan said if the committee approved of the funds, it would be
"one of the first indications of
whether we will come up with inthe CWU
creased funds for higher education.
Iftheycomeupwith that, it's a good
Indoor
sign."
Sullivan said it would still have to
go through three more legislative
hurdles before going into effect, but

two-thirds of the legislative session
left, many items are just riow making it into the committees or out onto the floor according to Sullivan.
Any students wishing to express
their opinions on these or any other
bills may call a toll-free hotline
number: 1-800-562-6000. They
may also write to the WSL at 1517
S. Capitol Way, Suite 511, Olympia,
WA 98501.

WIN!!!
Ski ·

Competition

Here's how
Chiropractic treats

Leg Pains

Compete to be a Weekly Winner . Friday

\

It is not normal to have leg pains, whatever your
age or activity. And to get relief with pain-killing
medication merely covers up the he.alth
problem while the damage continues.
Structural imbalance is the underlying
cause of many types of painful disorders,
particularly those involving your legs and
joints.
The doctor of chiropractic is a physician
who employs a method that gives particular
attention to the structural and neurological aspects of the body. He seeks to
/ _- / · , '' / }
enable your body's natural restorative
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Powers to operate, so as to allow the body ·/ I , ,.:· •
to eliminate health problems, as
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well as associated discomfort.
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SUB GAMES ROOM!!!

Nights

7 pm . Feb. 20

Championship Weekly Playoff March 17th
FANTASTIC GRAND PRIZE PACKAGE!!!

.._,"-----'~-

SUB GAMES ROOM

1011 N. Alder

27, March 6 & 13

GREAT WEEKLY PRIZES!!!

• See Games Room
Attendant for
Rules and Details

Dr. llarnard Linder

~

Dr. SandJ Linder

EL LENSBURG

Dr. Myron Linder

962-2570

--------prizes-------courtesy of:
Sports Elite
Pacific West
Ellensburg Miniature Golf
Frazzini's Pizza Place
Super 1
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City/county liaison aims experience toward military
By LIONEL G. CAMPOS
Staff Writer

Have you ever dreamed of living
in Hawaii? Have you ever dreamed
of going to Europe? Well, Bret lseke
has done both, and not in his
dreams.
Iseke was born in Oregon, but
refers to Hawaii as his home. Since
his father was an airline pilot, he enjoyed the fringe benefits that allowed him to see parts of Europe.
It is perhaps aboard these huge
airplanes that Iseke made his decision to become a flight major. It is
because of flying that Iseke is content to remain in Ellensburg for at
least one more year.
Apart from spending time completing his flight degree, Iseke also
spends time rubbing elbows with
local politicians.
Iseke is the university's liaison to
the city and county, on behalf of the
ASCWU Board of Directors. He
describes himself as the eyes and
ears of the BOD. and only the mouth
when the need arises and subject to
the BOD's approval.
It is Isekes' job to represent-the

students' view at the county commissioners and city council
meetings.
Iseke goes through the agenda
before every meeting. If there is an
item on the agenda which will
benefit the students, it is Iseke's duty to be there and show student support.
However, if there is an item which
is not in the students' best interest,
Iseke will show the students' point
of view, in hopes of reaching a compromise.
He admits attending the meetings
takes a lot of his time, but added
that sacrifices lead to success.
Iseke is considering a career in the
military, but it is his goal to someday pilot an aircraft. He saicl Central
was known for its flight program,
which is why he chose to come to
Ellensburg.
He considers being the ASCWU's
liaison a defmite plus in his career.
,H e said getting an early opportunity
to mix with local politicians should
prove to be an advantage as he will
be g~tting to know government officials in the military.

Observer staff wanted
spring quarter 1987
Sign up for Com 468 today

MDILL

THE GUAllTYlll

VOICE OF THE CAMPUS - CWU student Bret lseke brings
the camplis point of view to City and County Council
meetings.

Dr. Don A. QQdre..
Chiropractor

CHIROPRACI1CCENTER

962-9796

1011 NORTH ALDER • ELLENSBURG, WA 98926

WANTED

CALL DOMINO'S Pina·
Call Domino's-Pizza\!) It's
the only way to AVOID THE
NOID'" and make sure
you get hot, delicious

925-6941
505 N. Pine

· ~~;ff.I®

Open tor lunch
11 am - 1 am Sun. - Thurs.
11am-2am Fri & Sal

·

~ 1~1

L::_j ~

()1(£ J

II..
·

•

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

DELIVERS®

· · .FREE.

~--------------~

Lunch special
for 2! $5.95

Order any 12" 2 item
pizza and receive 2 _bottles
of Coke® for just $5.95

I

Fast, Free Delivery
505 N. Pine
925-6941
Expires: Mar. 8, 1987
l coupon per pizza
OBS 2267-1

OF MONEY

$2.00 off any 16"
2 or more item pizza!

Caution!
The lack of money has ~ned more
educatio'n s than all other reasons combined.
Important!
If you're approached by the lack of money, contact

Dale Angerman at 925-2933.immediately and find out
how just one weekend a .month in the National Guard
can protect you from Enemy No. I.
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. I would like to tha~~ you, the students of Central, for all the support ant input you have given me

th1~ year. Its been a ~nv1lege and an honor to serve you on the Board of Directors. As your represen-

tative last year I achieved several of my goals. One being student access to faculty evaluation and
another, the option to take a class pass/fail has been extended from three days to ten days. Finally, the
plan to regulate bike traffic on the mall is in the final stages. If re-elected to the Board of Directors I
will work as selfishly and as diligently as in the past. As your EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT I will stri~e
to.ensure your voice is heard, for without the student there would be no university. Some ~f my goals
t~1s year are to see th~t your dollar~ .are spent wisely and effectively. It is also a goal of mine to bring a
~1g n~me concert ot Nicholson Pavilion once a quarter. I also will continue to support a book exchange
1~ w~1ch students can buy an.d sell books among themselves: I have seen several changes in our university m my four years here. This year the changes will be for the students. More Positive changes and no
more fee increases. Enough is enough, this is our year! Together, as one, we shall achieve all for there
is strength in unity. We shall make the most of our University... together.
'

Scott L~mert,
·Exec. V. P.
· I feel the position of A.s.c.w:u. Vice President, Budget and Finance is a position of great impor·tance. It not only requires a knowledge of budgeti_ng techniques, it also requires interpretation of financial statements as well. Because I am Business Administration/Finance major, I believe that I have .
the background necessary for this type of analysis. I have also been recently appointed to the Service
and Activities committee, which allocates Service and Activities fees ($78 of each one of our tuition)
among the different departments on campus. By serving on this committee, not only will I know where
our money is going, but how it is being spent within each department. My knowledge, and serving on
the above committee, would be of great help to me if elected. And if elected, I will always do my bestto
represent and implement the interests of the student body.
·
·

a

M-ike Kaiser,
VP Budget & Finance.

My background is a very broad one. I've been active in several different committees such as Board
of Academic Appeals, SUB Facilities Planning Council. I also worked for two years as a volunteer guide
for Central Visitation Program giving campus tours to prospective students. More recently I've been active on Campus Judicial Council and the Council of Probity. Because of my involvement in the l~tter of
_these two councils I've become very familiar with BOD operations and procedures. From these experiences I have become more flexible in responding to situations.
If elected I would like to improve relations between the Board of Directors and students. There are
many students who have no idea what the BOD is or what they do. The truth is the ASCWU Board of
Directors· runs on funds from your tuition dollars. As Director at Large to Student Living I would like to
see this lack of student interest change. I believe this can be done by increasing student involvement
in government. So if you as a student want to get involved, talk to any of the present BOD officers in
SUB 214 or show up to any of posted meetings in the Kachess room (SUB 103) on Mondays at 3:00 p.m.
If you would like to put me to work for you vote Steve Feller for Director at Large to Student Living.
Remember to vote and together we can make this a productive and successful year.

Steve Fell er,
Dir. Student Livin
The position I have chosen to run for entails representing the students concerns and ppinions
regarding facilities planning. In addition to serving as a voting member on the Board of Directors, this
position assumes acting as the chairperson of the S.U.B. Facilities Council, whose purpose is to
advise-S.U.B. management regarding building policy and usage.
The experience I have received in the past two years while coordinating Ware Fair has given me
knowledge of the inner workings of the S.U.B. and allowed me to work closely with its administration. I
have taken the time to become familiar with the current happenings on the committees associated
with this position. Receiving student feedback and working on new ideas will become a priority.
I have many strengths as a leader and would like to put them to use for the betterment of our
university.
·
Please support me. Thank you.

Caryn Hanan,
Dir. Faclities Planning

1
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What issues around Central affect you directly .. .financial aid? tuition hikes? long lines? housing
payment increases? These problems have escalated in the past two years. As President of the ASCWU
Board of Directors. I will be receptive of these student problems and work hard to co.rrect them.
As a member of the Council of Probity, Chairperson of the Campus Judicial Council, and Program
Director of the new Book Exchange Committee I have gained the leadership capabilities and
knowledge needed to address current problems on behalf of the students of Central Washington
University.
You~ vote for Mike Little, ASCWU President will be an investment in student interest.

Mike Little,
President

Every ASCWU election, you may ask yourself why should I vote for a candidate and, more importantly, why should I vote at all. And why not ask these questions? Some of you might even say that student government is a farce and really can't prot~ct my interests as a student. And you might be right.
Does this mean we should give up hope or stop caring? I hope my candidacy provides a reason, a
cause, to believe once again in our own strength as a student body - a family, if you will. I am asking
you to place your faith and trust in me and in return I will serve you diligently and honestly. My decision
to run for ASCWU president is based on that premise and nothing less. My candidacy is about work. I
will not be content with just doing the minimal amount of work required for ·this position, and I hope
you will not be either. I intend to go the distance and do whatever it takes to get the job done. Only hard
work can make a difference. My candidacy is about dedication. I will devote my time and effort listening to your concerns that you may have now and will have in the future. You will neve be ignored. I want
you to know that you will have a friend on the Board of Directors - one who will fight to protect our interests. As ASCUW president, I will work to see that unnecessary fees are never charged, work for
easier access to teacher evaluations, work to bring more affordable and popular entertainers to Central, work to get KCAT on the air, and work for more awareness of what student government is doing for
you. This is why I am a candidate and can honestly ask for your vote. With your vote and my voice,
together we will make progress. Put me to work for you!

MiChael Paulos,
President

·
In the past two years I have worked with the ASCWU Board of Directors. Through this opportunity I
have learned many facets of the campus. My knowledge and experience ~ill ~enefit you in allowin~ me
to serve you as ASCWU Director-at-large, representive to club and organizations. I h.ave been .actively
involved with several campus organizations, which has given me a firm understanding of their needs
and expectations. I have a strong desire to serve the campus community. Through this position I can
put to use my skills and knowledge to best serve you. Thank you for all your support, and I look forward
to the opportunity to work with you in the future.

Carolyn Carver,
Dir. Clubs

19·8 7 ASCWU ELECTIONS
February 27, 1987
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KCAT pushes for funding to get back on airwaves
fight started by last year's station
manager. Doug Eck, is seeking
about $15,000. This figure is
about half of what original
estimates indicated the move
would cost.
Ulmer explained that there is a
lot more to the switch than just
money, though. "This is truly an
involved thing - more involved
than people will ever know. It's
more than flipping a switch and
having people hear KCAT in their
cars.''

By DANIEL STILLER
Editor

In what could be called
"Ulmer' s Last Stand," KCAT
Station Manager Ted Ulmer will
be going before the ASCWU S &
A Committee in an attempt to get
funds appropriated which would
allow the student-run station to
be broadcast over the air waves.
The station is currently relegated
to cable.
Ulmer, who is carrying on the

more about

Faculty

from pg. 2

seeing how biology or logic was
going to help me in my field of
study. But I didn't feel qualified
to say my instructors were bad. I
felt that they probably knew
something I didn't. since those
cours~s were their fields of
study.
If students are looking for an
easy mark, well all I can say is, I
am truly sorry for them. They
are missing out on knowledge
that will take twice as long to
gain in the real world
·
As for students who worry
about a prof keeping his job, I

admit, I, too, have bumped a
prof a notch or two. Who can
fight human nature, especially
in the cases of the really nice
teachers we have all known?
The only argument I can offer
here is, what about students
who still have to take the class?
Shouldn't we tell the truth to
give them an even break?
My point is, in light of the fact
that evaluations are subject to
human bias and preference, can
they ever. be objective and
helpful to a student's educa+ional career?

Ulmer said that Eck stepped up
the fight because he believed that
students interested in broadcast
were getting ripped off. ''He
didn't feel that they were getting
their money's worth in their
chosen field. I have to back his
sentiments on that."
"I can give a zillion reasons
why KCAT should be on the air.
The station's constantly improving, but it seems like a logical
thing that a four-year institution
should have an on-air radio station."
Ulmer says that he has heard
that the money just isn't there,
and this has caused him to alter
his approach somewhat. "I had
to force their hand a little bit. so I

We•t lnterclaan11e
925-5542

had to approach it a little differently. I had to let them know
that it's for the good of the campus and I believe in that 100 per- ·
cent."
"In a nutshell, I've never seen a
campus as loose as this. No one
ever seems to know what's going
on and there's a"lot of stuff happening. They don't know
because they have to search to
find out. With an on-air radio station; the information would be in
their face," Ulmer said.
If the funding is approved, the
move to on-air programming will
not be immediate as certain
things must be up-graded in
order to be irt compliance with
FCC regulations.

JOtla and Alder
925-5442

QUALITY IS THE f?IFFERENCE .
Term papers, resumes, letters, theses, placement files,
tape .transcription, photocopies

VALLEY SECRET ARIAL
SERVICE
222 E. 4th. Suite D
(comer of 4th and Ruby)

925-9225

RESUME COUNSELING -- REASONABLE RATES-- FREE ESTIMATES
·-

-

.Jfw .(9ntrover~:

Evolution or Crtation?
Tue.,, Mar. 3

Sub At
Jl-noon

(with fries)

Mar. ~1115

""Hebe/er Audit.
7 P.M.

FEllUAIY 22MAICH 1
The new Q-808™ kabob
from Dairy Queen-!' is fun on
a stick . And it's yours in a
basket with fries for only
$1.59. Tender broiled cubes
of chicken or beef on a stick
with your favorite sauce. Fun
never tasted so good for so
little. Now at your participating
Dairy Queen"' Brazier store.

WE TIEAT YOU llCIHT®
o.o . Corp./1987
TM Trademark AM 0 .0 . Corp.
~ Registered Trademark AM 0 .0 . Corp .
Dairy Queen· is proud to support our local children's hospitals
through the Osmond Foundation's Children's Miracle Network Telethon.

© AM

- Ad courtesy of Mr. G's
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LeB Productions keeps the beat
in dance music.'' All the equipment
involved in LeB Productions
belongs to Blackbum. Currently, he
is working with an 800-watt
system, but plans on expanding to
1200-watts. The stereo system itself
includes two turntables, two
amplifiers, and a tape deck and
By LAURI WALKER
equalizer. Four speakers are
Staff Wrtter .
responsible for cranking out the
The atmosphere is hot, the beat is sound. Most of the music comes
pounding, people are swaying, from promotional albums which
laughing and generally having a Blackburn receives from radio stagreat time. Where are you? - a LeB tions and through contacts. The
records he doesn't receive, he conProductions dance.
The face behind LeB Productions tributes to the business himself.
LeB Productions offers original
is Benjamin Blackbum, a senior
services
which aid in setting an atfrom Fairbanks, Alaska. The
23-year old Special Education ma- mosphere that the crowd can
jor has been interested in music his become involved in. One of these
entire life and began to DJ dances as services is the mixing of music involving matching the beat of difa hobby in high school.
After consulting a French dic- ferent songs so that they will blend ·
tionary, Blackbum decided on a together. Another service that
name for his business. "Le" mean- which Blackburn said crowds seem
ing "the" in French and "B'' for to enjoy is the "scratching" of a
Benjamin was the result and, with tune. This is when an accapella
the name set, Blackbum went to word or statement is chosen and
repeated, rap ~tyle. Groups such as
work.
His work as DJ began three and a Run D.M.C. and the Beastie Boys inhalf years ago when he decided to clude this practice in their songs.
A flashing light show is another
help out some friends at the Student
Village multi-purpose dances-. original which LeB Productions ofOriglnally, Blackbum volunteered fers. The light show is a way to get
for the fun of it, but has since stop- the crowd involved, Blackbum said.
ped as the hours have been cut con- ''It helps to set the atmosphere and
feeling.'' The lighting equipment is
siderably over the years.
Since those early days, Blackbum also owned by Blackbum and,
has gone professional. More money although expensive, he said he has
and a chance to woirk larger dances made it all back from engagements.
played key roles in the decision. The money that Blackburn makes
Blackbum has been awarded some is put back into the business.
of the larger dances on campus in .
addition to the off-campus work he
does. He doesn't hesitate to promote Please see leB page 14
his business, saying, "I play the best

"I play the best

in dance music''

MIX MASTER-Benjamin Blackburn is afamiliar sight at
CWU dance events, spinning the discs that students groove

to.

Survey asks Central co-eds to tell it like it is
By EILEEN MILBAUER
Staff Writer

TODAY'S RELATIONSHIP - In this era, it is quite possible
that this young lady is lecturing her man on the manly art of
dishwashing.

Okay Central women, have you
ever wondered how the men on
campus feel about women being
assertive in a relationship? How
about you Central men, have you
ever wondered how women feel
about who should prepare the
meals in a two-person household?
HOCM 4 70, Consumer Management, did a survey to find out just
how men and women on Central's
campus feel about who should do
what in a two-person household.
For those of you curious to wh~t
they found out, 44 percent of the
men surveyed agreed that women
should be more assertive in relationships. Surprisingly, 51 percent of
the women surveyed felt that both
persons in a relationship should
prepare meals.
The actual survey consisted of 33
questions ranging from 'who should
do the grocery shopping,' to
whether 'men should always be the
ones to propose marriage.' The first
20 questions on the survey were
questions that were answerable by
marking a "he," "she," "either," or
"both." These were questions such
as: ''Who should do the laundry?''
Or, "Who should make the bed?"
Questions 21 through 33 were
statements that were answerable by
strongly agreeing, agreeing, being
nuetral, disagreeing, or strongly

disagreeing. They were answers to
statements like: ''Women should
not have a career if they have a
family," and "Men and women
should have equal leisure time.''
Linda Bunce, one of the students
conducting the survey, said she was
''surprised to discover that women
here at Central are more traditional
than one would expect women of
the eighties to be."
One of the girls in the class commented that she enjoyed providing
certain luxuries for her partner such
as good meals and a clean home . .
She didn't feel it was her duty or her
place to have to, thoug.q.
The questions on the survey pertaining to household cleaning ended up with some surprising results.
The percentages of the answers to
questions regarding vacuuming,
dusting, making beds, doing laundry and cleanipg the toilet, were all
slanted towards either or both persons performing the tasks. Men and
women at Central basically agreed
that it was not a chore just for the
women. From the study, one student commented that it seemed
that men and women here (at Central) seemed to be moving away
from the stereotypical ideal that
women should do all the
housework.
Please see Survey page 16
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Rock Notes:
By TED ULMER
Staff Writer

NEW GROOVES~ MEG GRIFFIN
New videos, new bands, new music. Watch New Grooves with Meg
Griffin for a different look at music television.
Monday llJOAM & llPM. Wednesday llPM.
Thursday ll:JOAM, Saturday & Sunday llPM

CABLE CHANNEL

c~=•i!§2

NATIONAL COLLEGE TELEVISION

Thanks for all the funny
responses on the top kiddie pornos
we've been telling you about. Glad
you're enjoying these under-13
'blue' flicks as much as we are.
Here are the latest up-and-comers:
''Pound Puppies'' is the story of two
shut in Dalmatians who areforced
to peljorm pet tricks so stupid even
David Letterman wouldn't show
them to his mature audience. A
five star rating for letting
Greyhound do the driving.
"Winnie The Pooh and the
Honey Tree'' sees our hero discover
a fine substitute for honey in
mineral oil, although he discovers
its sterile properties when added to
a cup of Market Spice Teci Two
stars for less than a climactic ending.
"Wrinkles in Need of Cuddles"
gives us a chance to see Miss Piggy
finally have her way with Kermit
--- an arousing display of
dominance and submission sure
to please the finikiest fanciers of
barbed wire and ninja-like antics.
Four stars.
''The Importance of Being
Donald" shows us exactly that, as ·
our favorite fowl is goosed by
almost everyone in Disneyland.
Big Bird makes a cameo (no
microscope needed), Woody
Woodpecker ushers in the pain,
and babies Huey, Dewey, and
Louie are forced to bed early with
the A-Team on TV. Five stars for a
cast only Disney could come up
with. All this behind Peter
. Gabriel's "Sledgehammer."
Ooohh! In case you're wondering why
our neighbors to the north are
referred to as 'cheeseheads' here's
a clue: Bon Jovi 's ''Living On · A
Prayer" just debuted in the Great
White North. It's been number one
herefor a couple of weeks now. Oh

well...
Moving on to our featured
albums for this week, let's review
Lou Gramm's solo effort, "Ready
Or Not," and Tacoma-an Robert
Cray's latest, "Strong Persuader."
"Strong Persuader" is nothing
less than a fantastic piece of work ·
by a ·guy who has more than paid
his dues in a vicious business. On
the album, Cray shows us why
guitar legend B.B. King refers to
him as the 'master.' King is of
course talking about rythym and
blues, but Cray is so much more
than that. His current and first
single, "Smoking Gun" has been
such a big hit that until two weeks

ago it wa~ number two on
Billboard's Album Rock Tracks
while still being played on the
black charts. That is what's called
good ·crossover' in the music
business, and Cray has a lot of
that.
Besides the subtle and soothing
mastery of his Fender Stratocaster
guitar, Cray pulls out all the stops
with great horns provided by the
Memphis Horns on songs such as
"I guess I Showed Her." Cray's
lyrics are the most satisfying if
you're coming off a bad break-up.
On " ... Showed Her" he has no concern as she " ...can have the house,
she can have the car, I'm just
satisfied in thiS funky little motel

room ... "
More deep, emotional lyrics in
the next song "Right Next Door
{Because ofMe)." Here, Cray listens
to the couple next door have a nasty fight because of 'her'·affair with
another man - which is Cray.
"She was right next door and I'm
such a strong persuader, but she
was just another notch in my
guitar...It's because of me... " They
eventually break-up and Cray
ponders whether he should go to
her, " ... but what would I say?" He
swears to have heard their hearts
break in the silence.
Next, "Nothing But A Woman."
Words like 'bank' and 'sank' are
used. I think you get the picture.
Still, all he claims to need is a
woman, " ... things can't be too
bad. ..get· me through the night:.. "
"Still Around" has Cray trying to
dump the woman he used to love.
He wakes and knows something's
wrong because he hears the
shower running. ''I thought we
had an agreement, everything'd be
all right. .. show somefeelings ... you
messed up my life, now ruin my
day? I did my best to love you, now
do your best to leave ... " This guy
has no trouble with putting his
thoughts on paper, and backs it
with music Lionel Richie wishes he
could produce.
I got so wrapped up in the lyrics,
I almostforgot the music. This isn't
cruisn' stuff - ws more like come
home from work, pop open a beer
and ponder life. R&B is Cray's
forte, and to fans that havefollowed himfor awhile, it may not be his
. best work. It's easily his most
popular, though. On the strength
of this album, "Strong Persuader,"

Please see ·u1mer page 13
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. ''One of the things I've always liked about
Foreigner was their ability to kick your ass with

UNCENSORED

one song ... Gramm does this on his album.''

This week watch Kim Phuc. During the Vietnam War, the
photograph of Kim Phuc, running naked down a country road,
became world famous. This is the story of Kim, now a young
woman trying to surmount the effects of the
disaster which befell her.

Ted Ulmer

Monday I 1:30P~. Tuesday IOAM. Thursday IOAM &
10:30PM Saturday &Sunday IO:JOPM

Cray's earlier albums have started
to sell well recently. People
everywhere are wondering where
in,the hell this guy came from. He
comes from Tacome, but it's
almost unfair to claim him as our
own since he received little to no
airplay or publicity from even
Seattle-area radio stations. KPLU
(Pacific Lutheran University),
jazz station, knew what they had
on their hands, but seemingly no
one else did.

a

I could go on and on about the
music, but to make it simple, if
you're a lover of Impaler or the
Cromags, forget it. If you 're in
touch with today's progressive
music, go for it! This is one good
album _
w orth five stars. Easily!

Midnight Blue ·

Presently at number.one across
America is "Midnight Blue."
Highlighted by the fact that it
debuted at number 12 as a
shocker. This is an unspectacular
song. but often makes them winners because there's no testing of
the limits of listeners' tastes. Not to
~Y that listeners posess bland
tastes, they just often like to go
with something they can count on.
Gram.m knows it, Atlantic knows
it, radio stations across the country
really know it. Nevertheless, ''Midnight Blue" has a nice touch, kind
of classy with the piano.

CABLE CHANNEL

2

The song after this is one of my
personal favorites, "Time." It's
hard to describe what's cool about
it. Maybe it's Gramm's voice.
maybe it's the edge of the guitar kind of a tinny sound, maybe it's
the drum levels. It moves, a rocker.
Just like the old Foreigner stuff, ie.;
Double Vision, Cold As Ice, etc.

One thing I've always liked
Now Lou Gramm's solo, ''Ready about Foreigner is their ability to
Or Not." Frankly, I was not ready kick your ass with one song, then
d~e ~Q.J\tlQ.Tltif R.~or~ gjp(T).g t~_..J_, ~.?me up with something so am~~ ..
album so little publicity. It seems ingly mellow, like, "Waiting For A
to me that since Gramm is the lead Girl Like You.'' Gramm does this
singer for Foreigner, a band we on his album.
have heard little from in a few
I can see this album going
years, it stands to reason Atlantic somewherefor Gramm. Many peowould want to pump this baby as ple like his voice and it's been a
much as possible. Well, Prince has long time since anyone'.s heard it.
had great success by keeping People may be hungry for it. He
everyone in the dark, and maybe gets some major league talent to
Atlantic thought that this tactic help him out on the disc; Neils
would lend a certain mystique to Lofgren on guitar, and Bruce
the album...
Turgon on bass, rythym and lead
guitars, and keyboards.
There are many decent songs,
The title track goes absolutely
such as "Arrow Thru Your Heart,"
nowhere: ''Here I come, ready or
and "Chain of Love." They may
not, here I come, ready to go ... "
not all be radio material, but few
Over and over again with a lazy
albums produce·all singles.
beat. The next tune, "Heartache"
Offive stars, Gramm is deservsounds just like you thought it
ing of at least threefor doing afair
would: Foreigner. It's also one of
Foreigner sound-alike - which is
the better songs on the album,
what you thought it would be,
although, again, very repetitive. I
anyway. If it only weren't so
think this one would sound good
rep~titive
on the radio. We'll see.

-
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Study break?
more about

leB
from pg. 11

COME ON OVER - Spr.ing is in the air and
these dudes are ready to party extra hard.
Actually, the two · students are doing some

Although Blackbum is als0 involved with hall dances, two of the
larger dances that he has worked
were the Sweetheart Dance and the
Video Dance. The Video Dance
allowed Blackbum to pursue his interest in promotion as he was able to
· do both the music and the promotion of the dance. Blackbum is currently trying to move away from being a DJ at dances to promoting
them.
More money in promotion made
the choice a little easier. When
Blackbum promotes a concert or
dance, he does so under the name of
Exposure Unlimited. An up-andcoming job is the promotion of a
video dance which will be held in
the SUB. Another direction that
Blackbum would like to take would
be concert promotion. One of his
current endeavors involves the promotion of a concert/dance in
Yakima in which a rising Seattle
band would headline. If the concert/dance works out. the date will
be sometime in May.
Currently, four friends, three of
whom are seniors help Blackbum.
They are Sedrick Washington, Dave
Bennet, Pete Fowler, and Eric
Thomas.
The future of LeB Productions on
campus is uncertain _as Blackbum
will be finished with school after
summer quarter. After graduating,
he plans to return to Alaska and
teach but said that he would enjoy
doing DJ work on the side and,
perhaps in the future, promoting a
concert.

in-depth research for a sociology term paper

due at the end of the quarter.

SOUP
PA.C KET
SALE .
.{

Book early for Spring Break
and take advantage of the low air fares

4 PACKETS FOR $1.00
CHOOSE FROM 8 FLAVORS
REGULARLY 30¢ PER PACKET

year after year,
quarter after quarter,
Fidelity Union Life offers the most accepted,
most popular life insurance! program on campuses
all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union Life
agent in your area:

{ l

,,9~ .
. <\::~:11!.iiil!iilli~
LOU SAVIDGE
Bus: 962-5793
Res: 925-5991

708 E. BTH AVENUE. IN THE PLAZA
ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON 98926

ALSO ON SALE

cwu

GLASS
MUGS
WITH LIDS FOR ONLY $1.95
AND WE'LL GIVE YOU
A FREE PACKET OF SOUP!
GLASS MUGS ARE REGULARLY $2 .95
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Chimps to become 'Candid Camera' stars
BySARAH MARTIN
Staff Writer

Set the scene: You are driving
alone in your car and the traffic light
is green. As you approach the light
you say to yourself, "Don't change,
stay green," only to become
frustrated when it does indeed, turn
red. This ··expressive selfconversation" is just one of at least
six· different types of selfconversations that Dr. Roger Fouts
has observed in his, "talking"
chimps.

Fouts, a Central psychology professor and animal researcher, was
recently awarded a $12,780 grant
from the National Geographic Society to study to study his, ''family'' of
five chimps as they talk to
themselves in American Sign
Language (ASL).

Russian researchers have looked
more into private speech than Fouts
has. The Russian hypothesis contends that private speech is used
primarily as a self-regulatory
method. ''Kind of like telling
yourself that you are okay,'' Fouts
said. Bodamer's hypothesis concurs
that if private speech is thought as the Russians contend - there
will be fewer modulators (social
cues) in chimps' private signing
than in chimp-to-chimp communication. In a sense, Fouts and
Bodamer Will be eavesdropping into
the chimps' private conversations.

"The grant money supplied by
the National Geographic Society
will be used to purchase video tape
and pay Bodamer for his part in the
research as a graduat~ student.
Mark will most likely use the
research fmdings for his graduate
thesis,'' Fouts stated.

Fouts has gained international acclaim for his work with the chimps.

Until now he and his research staff
have concentrated their efforts on
chimp-to-human or chimp-tochimp conversations. In this planned, two year research program,
Fouts and graduate assistant Mark
Bodamer will analyze private signing, (chimps talking to themselves).
Fouts has designed the project so
it will allow the chimps to act freely
and be themselves. The research
will be conduced via video taping
the chimps with automatic
cameras. "By not having humans
present, the chimps are more likely ·
to be themselv~" satctFouts.
The video tapes will be analyzed
and will allow for a more complete
account of the private signing done
by the chimps. "Wash6e (one of the
animals) knows the cameras are
there," said Fouts, "and she will
'play up' to the cameras by signing
'dirty - dirty'. This is an excellent
opportunity to see the chimps alone
at play and to open a window into
their mi..,rts."

Back iri 1966 when the chimp
research first began, i:esearchers used to discourage the animals from
making making up their own signs
for words and communicating with
and to themselves. Now it is
thouroghly promoted and accepted.
"If it (the sign wasn't part of ASL,
we didn't accept it," said Fouts.
"Private signing has been observed
for quite some time. We frrst noticed
it in Washoe."
"If the chimps know they are being

watched, they will turn away,"
Fouts said, "one day we were watching Washoe as she was signing to ...
herself, and as soon as she realized
she was being watched, she turned .
away and refused to share her
thoughts."
Twenty-one year old Washoe isn't
the only chimp being researched,
although she is probably the most
widely recognized of Fouts' chimps.
The other family Jllembers include
15-year old Moja, 12-year old Tatu~
ten-year old Dar, and eight-year old
Loulis. ·

Help Wanted
Conference Host
The Conference Center is now accepting applications for our
host position . Starting date is March 11, 1987.
Qualifications
1. 21 years of age or of funior status at Central Washington
University.
2. Currently enrolled as a CWU student (12 credits or more)
3. Must be able to work 19 hours a week with a varied work
shift including evenings and weekends.
4. Good knowledge of campus and community.
Preference will be given to someone with experience:
working with the public, data entry, and cashiering.
Duties include: setting up coffee breaks and socials,
checking in/out guest(s), use of computer to register
conferees, daily occupancy report, and key inventory. Host
is required to remain in the building during the evenings
when the building is occupied to assist guests with lockouts, extra blankets, towels, etc.
Salary: Meals and a shared two-bedroom apartment.
Applications are available at The Conference Center office,
Monday through Friday, 8 am - 5 pm. Deadline for returning
applications is March 6th.

The Conference Center

Monkey Business
Test your chimp l.Q.
l)In the movie "Tarzan: The
Legend of Greystoke," how
many chimps were a part of the
film?

mou:>f 1, usaap alJ a7doad
JD .ia1Dm 11ds 01 saaoi Si1n<YJ(9

·auo JDl/1
2)Who was the star of this
01.10msuv att1 mou:>f no.x llOOlJ;JS
movie and why did he make a · alJ..L ':>f:JVJq · SJ s, n1D..L pun pa.i
special trip to Ellensburg?
S1 .lO}O:J ajµoovf s,aolJSD.Af(g

(Jg6rft

3)What are the name ofFouts'
chimps?

4)When did Dr. Fouts and his
wife Debbie begin their chimp
reSea.rch at Central?

5Jnoo chimps, Washoe and
Tatu, havefavorite colors. What
are their favorite colors and
what university has these same
colors.

·ma 'Dfow

·511nCYJ pun
'TIW..L 'dOlJSDM{S

.• ·6u1um.i1
dWJlJ;J,,
.iof 6.mqsua113
pa1751a pun aio.i 6uµ.ims alJ1
pDlJ 1.JdQWt:YJ .la1Jd01sµlJQ(6

~ ·sdw1t.p 1Dn1
-:m a.iam Dm1 pun unwnlJ a.iam
SdWJlJ;J alJ1 fo ad.Jl.l1-fi1.UCJm..L{l

6)Eight-year-old Loulis loves
to grab attention. How does
Loulis gain this attention?

SH3M.SNV

cho/v(LJO
I 'tfi
tO
Presented by
CWU Dining Services

Calcium and Osteoporosis
Are you at risk for developing
osteoporosis? This bone disease
strikes one-fourth of all white women
over age 65, and the resulting weak
bones are extremely prone to
fractures . Insufficient calcium in the
diet and decreasing levels of estrogen.
at menopause create a drain on
calcium stored in bones, a real
problem for women since they have
30 percent less bone mass than men.
The USRDA of calcium for adults is
1000 mg; 1500 mg is recommended for
post-menopausal women . However,
the average American . intake is
450-550 mg. Calcium is most abundant
in milk and other dairy products,
canned fish with bones, and leafy
green vegetables. There are also many
calcium supplements available
(calcium carbonate antacids are
cheapest), but dairy sources are better
absorbed.
Recommendations for reducing risk
are to: increase calcium intake,
exercise regular!y, stop smoking, and
decrease caffeine and alcohol intake.
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'Central Helpers' here to help Central
By JOSEPH ROCKNE
Staff Writer

In the war against depression,
alcoholism, drug abuse, and other
disorders and discomforts - Central Washington University
students have a new weapon: the
Central Helpers.
The Central Helpers Program
contacts students that have been
identified as "natural helpers" and
gives them training in referral skills
to make them better at what they
are already good at, talking and
helping friends with problems.

A "natural helper" is someone
who has been picked by fellow
students as someone they feel comfortable going to with a problem.
They are chosen entirely from questionaires with absolutely no interference from the administration.
Once the corps of helpers is
chosen, they are invited to attend a
workshop to help them hone the
skills they already posess. This
year's workshop will take place on
the weekend of March 5, 6, and 7.
Because the participants already
know how to deal with problems in
a good way, the emphasis will be on

teaching referral skills.
At the conclusion of the
workshop, the group will not be a
team exactly, they will return to
their residence halls and continue
with what they had been doing
before. There are no expectations of
the participants, there will also be
no fame, no publicity, they will just
quietly be a helper.
The Central Helpers Program
came to Central three years ago at
the urging of Deacon Meier. Central
Helpers was inspired by the Natural
Helpers Program that is in manv
high schools across the state.

Each year about 40 students have
taken part in the program, but it is
not limited to only students. In the
first year of the program, students
named a custodian as a natural
helper. The only people not eligible
to attend the workshop are LGA's
due to the fact that they are already
helping.
The Natural Helpers Program is
in virtually every high school in the
state, but so far, Central,
Washington State, and Gonzaga are
the only universities that have tried
something similiar.

French film festival offered rare opportunity
----''Little Shop of Horrors'' looks to be a real comedy classic
By MICHAEL J. ANDERSON
Staff Writer

A foreign film can take months

or even years to be released in the
United States, if ever. That iS why
the recent French film festival in
Ellensburg was such a pleasant
surprise. For six days the Liberty
Theatre, in conjunction with Central's Foreign Language Department and the French Embassy in
New York, showed sixfrenchfilms
that appeared in the U.S. for the
first time.
The series started February 20,
and went to February 25. All of the
films were in French with English
subtitles. Ni~olas Eybalin.from the
French Consulate in San Francisco, was on hand and spoke
about thesefilms on Tuesday. Half
of the $2.50fee went to the Central
Foreign Language Department's
scholarship fund.
The films themselves ranged
from drama to adventure. Each of
the films looked interesting and I
can say that.film, "Une Etrange Affaire" was an excellent film. Not
only did I like it, it was the winner
of the prestigeous Prix Delluc. All
the films had excellent producers
and excellent people associated
with them. Attendence seemed to
be very good
As the festival ended, I felt sad.
These were wonderful films that
many people in the states will not
get a chance to see, ever. They
most-likely will not be released on
video, (you can't. even rent last

year's oscar winner for best picture). They won't be on television,
not even cable. The only hope to
see these pictures will be if the
Classic Film Series picks them up
in a few years. This is sad. It isn't
the fault of the diStributors - it is
thefault of the audience. Most people are afraid of foreign films.
These films: dramas, 'art' films,
and just plain Jun' films are the
'creme de la creme' that other
countries have to offer and should
not be missed just because they
have 'Joreignfilm" attached to the
title.

Little Shop of Horrors

Ifyou have a bit ofextra cash this
week, run - don't walk to the
Liberty and check out Little Shop of
Horrors if it gets held over (which
I'm sure it will).
I have just seen it and I want to
go and see it again. It's that good. It
iS a rib tickling dark comedy that
parodies horror films, musicals,
and low-budget.flicks. ''Shop'' has
come a long way from it's humble
beginnings. It was originally a low
budget film shot in two-and-a-half
days by Rodger Corman. Despite
this, it became a cult favorite
because of its dark comedy and
because it was one of thefirstfilms
to star Jack Nicholson. A few years
ago, two playwrights turned thiS
film into an off-Broadway musical
comedy that received rave reviews.
The story iS simple. Seymore
~relbom is a poor employee of
Mushkin 's Flower shop on skid
row. Krelbom desperately wants
to make his fortune and to

Thisfilm also has a crazy lack of
romance the beautiful yet odd
Audrey. As luck would ]lave it, reality that only adds to its charm.
Krelbom finds his fortune in an My favorite part of thefilm iS when
odd plant. This plant - named Martin, a sadistic dentist, meets up
Audrey II - becomes the talk of the with Murray, his masochiStic patown and brings Krelbom fortune . tient. This is sure to become one of
andfame. The only problem ts that
the plant needs blood to survive the most classic scenes ever to see
and it soon becomes too big for celluloid. So, break the piggy bank
Krelbom to feed. The plant, which and see this film. There is nothing
is able to talk and sing, starts giv- quite like it anywhere else. * • • •
ing the orders. Can Krelbom save
Audrey and the world? Can he give
up the money? I'm not telling.
This film is fantastic. The cast
reads like a comediens hall of
fame: Steve Martin, Rick MoraniS,
Bill Murray, John Candy and Jim
Belushi all do their best - which iS
very good, indeed. One of the best
members of the cast is the plant,
Audrey II, whose voice iS Levi
Stubbs of The Four Tops. This
plant steals the show. It's funny,
fast, and ·mean. It ts the perfect
villian for any comedy. The songs
are tremendously funny, and one,
''Big Green Mother From Outer
Space'' has been nominatedfor an
Oscar.

~6l
ts><'.)&.
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more about

Survey

from pg. 11
It seemed there was a contradicton between in the results showing
women as more traditional than
was .believed to be, and the results
on the household chores part of the
Sl.JIVey. One student commented
that that could be the case because,
·'Women want the door opened for
them, but still want total equality
between them and men."

Deluxe Burger

&1'
962-1833

By t.ecoming informed and voting, you'll be
helping to accomplish one of the board of director's biggest goals--to get students involved! For
the past year, I have served as a Director-at-Large
on the BOD, and I know well the problems that
WRITE-IN
JEANINE GODFREY

the board faces, and a lack of communication between the board and the student body is one of.the
biggest. I have many goals for the BOD, but
strengthening the Hnes of communications

FORASCWU
PRESIDENT

would be my top priority. For once this is accomplished, more students will become involved
in student government, and think of the

Hello I

possibilities this would create! We could make

Herc I am again, running for President, but this

our voices heard by the· administrators and in

time as a write-in candidate. That means

~y

Olympia. We could have a bigger say in how

name won't be on the ballot and my statement

much we pay for school and how it's spent. We

won't appear on the official campaign poster

could make some changes for the better, like pav-

{posted at the voti!lg booths on election day).

ing our parking lots~ starting a nightclub in the

This makes it somewhat harder to convey my

SUB, landscaping our campus where it needs it

message, but as-a candidate for office, I feel !tis

most. We could bring back some traditions from

my duty to let you know my goais and job ex-

the past, such as the annual or homecoming

perience. During the past week, I have tried to

queen, and get excited for the future and our

contact as many people as possible--by phone, by

centennial celebration in 1991.
I know that somewhere out th.!re arc students

mail, and on foot, so this paid advertisement is
my last chance to reach you.

Every day, decisions are made that
affect all of us here at Central. These
decisions set policy for tuition increases, computer and laundry fees,
and even what classes will be offered. The problem is most of these
decisions are made by the faculity
and administrators, not the
students. I believe
, that the students
should have a much greater voice in
Central's future. After all, the
University is here for our benefit.
Without us there would be no Central
Washington
University.
You can have a larger part in Oentral's future by writing Mark Shriner
for · Director at Large Senate. · I promise to fight hard for student rights,
and more control of our school.

WRITE-IN
MARK SHRINER
FOR DIRECTOR
AT

LARGE

Faculty
SENATE

Write-in candidates
Remember to vote!!
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CALENDAR

-

Thursday, February 26

Tuesday, March 3

DMen's basketball NAIA Playoffs_:_7:30 p.m. Nicholson

0 Central Today:-Host Guy Solomon. 7:25 a.m. KNOO Ch.
23

bs & A Fees Meetjng-2 -

5 p.m. SUB Teanaway (104)

Parking Violation Appeals Board-3 - 5 p.m. SUB Kachess

DCentral Today:-Host, Guy Solomon. Channel 23 KNDO

(103)

Yakima.

'

'

DArtificial .~telligence lecture series:- Philosophy Prof. Jay
Bachrach, Parallel Processing: A New Developement in
Cognitive Psychology" 4 p.m. Hebeler Auditorium. Free

Friday, February 27

EJ CLAS Coll?quium:-WSU research associate Danyll Olsen,

Hydr~lectric Power and . the Fisheries: The Public Policy
Issues, panelists Ann George, Kenneth Hammond and Robert
~throp, 7:30 p.m. Grupe. Free

DCWU women's and men's track and field-At University of
Washington Pentathlon. All day. At UW.
DCWU men's tennis-CWU at Seattle Pacific University. 5:30
p.m.

Wednesday, March 4
DN.A.J.E. Nite-8 p.m. - Hertz
DDance:Beck Hall sponsored - SUB &nroom 9 p.m. a.m.
,

~~al Today:-Host, ·Guy Solomon. 7:25 a.m. Ch. 23

1

Saturday, February 28

Thursday, March 5

D High school piano and violin concerto competition and
rfonnanc~:-With CWU's symphony orchestra. Noon 4:30 p.m. hertz

D High school Invitational Wind Ensemble Festival·-All
Day Hertz (Through March 7)
·
•
DDrama:-"Treasure Island" 8 p.m. McConnell Tower
Theatre Through March 7. $2

DNAIA District 1 Championship series begins:-7 :30 p.m.
Nicholson

j

Sunday, March 1
DECE STUDENTS! Applications
for ECE 493.1 practicum and its
accompanying ECE 499.1
seminar need to be returned to
Marcia Arlt in the Education office in Black Hall by March 2.

D Graduate Recital:-Marianne Saunders, mezzo-soprano, 3
p.m., Hertz
DConcert:-CWU Chamber Music Club featuring student
performers. 8 p.m., Hertz

~

':l

'~

O CPPC
NEWSDCPPC News-Central's Career Planning
and Placement Center, located in Barge 105
invites students to visit the office to register for
service, maintain a current placement file.
keep posted on campus interviewing and
current jobs, and discuss concerns regarding
career goals.
OThe following school districts will be on
campus interviewing education candidates:
Wapato and Wenatchee, March 3; Lake
Washington, March 4; Puyallup. March 6;
Palmdale and Delano (CA), March 10; Port
Angeles, March 11; Northshore, March 13,
and Apple Valley School District (CA). March
13. To check on application procedures,
group meetings, etc .. contact CPPC

0 OCampus interviews by business and
industry include: Martpoza (Asst. Mngr.
Positions),onMarch5;Lamonts(Mgt. Trainee
Positions), on March 10; and Fidelity
Financial Services (Investment Financial
Planners), March 11. Sign-up schedules are
posted one week, to the day in advance of the
interviewers arrival.
DA job search workshop for business
candidates will be conducted March 3 - 5 at 4
p.m. each day in Shaw-Smyser 106. Topics
will include the job search. getting started,
resume writing and interviewing.

OMilitruy recruiting on campus includes the
· Navy Officers Program, March 3 - advance
sign-up at Barge 105. The Marine Corps on
March 10 - 12 at the SUB Information Booth;
and the U.S. Army on March 11 at the SUB
Information
Booth.
Summer jobs 1987, Federal Employment
Opportunities. The Office of Personel
Management
has
prepared Job
announcement 414, which indicates the
"where" and "when" and "how" to apply for
positions. You may see a copy of this
announcement at the Career Planning and
Placement Center. Barge 105.

Women's Festival of Arts
This event is being co-sponsored by the
WOMEN STUDIES program at CWU and the
Extension/Homemakers - WSU. The
Purpose of the festival is to join With the
community in a celebration of National
Women's History Month.

Place:

CWU has installed a drop-box safe for
depositing payments on your account. The
drop-box is located at the southwe8t entrance
of the SUB, between room 104 and 111.
When using the drop box, payments must
be made by; personal check, cashier's ch~k.
or m~:mey order only. NO CASH PLEASE.
Include Your account number, and the riame
and copy of the statement you are paying.

Hal Holmes Center, Third and Ruby, and
CWU Kennedy Hall - Center for Women's

Studies.
Date-Time
March 7- lOa.m. to3p.m.atHa1Holmes.
March 2 through 6 at Kennedy, 11._am. to 1
p.m.
During the celebration, women from the
community and the university will show their
art. There will be a wide variety of artistic
expression

Lecture Series ·
The College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences of
Central Washington University will be
presenting Dr. Martin Kaatz - Professor of
Geography and Land Studies - 1979-80
Distinguished Professor - Public Service:
"Do You Know Your Limits? Geographers
Do.'' March 10, 1987 3:30 p.m. Hebeler
Auditorium, Room 121.
MARY ROSE, a well-known folk singer from
Portland. will perform in concert at Woldale
School Hall Saturday evening at 7 p.m. She
will sing original composition from her album
' 'Womansong. ·· Tickets are available from
D Brown Bag Lunch and Career
Linda Lopez 962-8104, and Judy Kirk,
Conversation. Every Wednesday. Counseling
925-0052. Seniors and S~udents - $3, all
and Health Cei:iter lounge.
others. $5.

All students who have a National Direct
Student Loan and are graduating winter
quarter 1987 or are not returning spring
quarter must schedule an appointment for an
exit interview. Contact the Office of Student
Accounts second floor Mitchell Hall and make
an appointment for one of the following dates:
March 5 - 10 am.; March 11 - 2 p.m.

Drama Club is open to all interested: Friday
Mareh 6 at 3:30 p.m. in McConnell, room 107.
Advertising Club Meets Monday's at 6:30
p.m. in the SUB. room 208.

....

~-----------------------------------------------------------------------

:?; .
/.
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The ASCWU elections are tomorrow.

Show your support and vote!

It's easy, just drop by the SUB, or vote in the dining halls.
)~(

)~-t--)~(

Do you want to work for the ASCWU?
You will gain experience, have fun, meet people,
and get paid.
We offer the following jobs:

**
**
*-**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

THE ASCWU is looking for
students who would like the
experience o~ working on the
Book Ex~hange Committee.
For ~ore information, stop by SUB 214.

·· Wildcat Week Coordinator

The position begins immediately.

and Homecoming Coordinator
Pick up an application at Student Activities in the SUB.
,-----------------------------------------------------By Jeanine Godfrey
. Rep. to Facilities Planning

Rob Sorbo/ASCWU Publications
Central students gathering in the SUB to view the National College Television
presentation of a satellite forum on drug and alcohol abuse. The show was
sponsored by ASCWU Programming.

All over campus you can see signs
of progress, but what about the signs
that lead to Bouillon Library? Yes,
Bouillon Hall used to be the library,
and yes, it's time to update those
signs.
The Sight Development
Committee has taken on this project,
and as a member, I have been able to
contribute my ideas.
A
subcommittee of myself and two
other members has been formed and
we have been researching,
brainstorming, and roughing out
sketches since the beginning of
winter quarter. We are now ready to
present our ideas to the committee as
a whole. The following is a
d~scription of the areas we have
covered: The kiosk shelters that
contain maps of the campus will be .
re-designed, and we have identified
locations where more kiosks are
needed.
Each building will be
clearly identified, and once inside, a
lay-out of the building and a
directory of offices will guide you
through the building. The various
routes to campus will be clearly
marked as you enter Ellensburg

~------------------------------~------------------~ from the various dkections.

The

committee is also discussing an
official enterence to the campus .
Not only will these signs be more
functional and up-to-date, but they
will also convey a certain theme and
add beauty to our school.
At the propo~ed official enterence
to campus, the committee hopes to
place a welcome sign that proudly
displays our school's name. Outdoor
signs identifying buildings will be
made more attractive, and materials
such as brick, stone, and wrought
iron are being discussed. As with
other improvement projects, the
committee sees this project as one
way to prepare our school for the
upcoming centennial. The Site and
Development Committee will meet
soon to discuss final details and
decide how to proceed with the
project.
Any student who wishes to see the
preliminary drawings or make
suggestions can contad Jeanine
Godfrey, Rep. to Facilities Planning
at 963-1693, or drop by SUB 214.
There you will also be able to see the
plans for the committees other .
projects such as the Master Plan for
Campus Landscaping, as well as the
plans for Heritage Square (Edison
site).

This is the official newsletter of the Associated Students of Central Washington Vniversity

ASC

SPECIAL THANKS TO THE ASCWU BOARD OF DIRECTORS FOR THEIR
CONTRIBUTIONS.
THIS IS A PAID ADVERTISEMENT.
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SPORTS
Exploitation of athletes is producing tragic results
child. An incredible athlete. An
illiterate one (he scored 4 70 on
the SAT - you get 400for signing your name). An ex-convict. A
Calling
drug addict.
Nobody cared. His college
The Shots
coach, Jim Valvano at North
Carolina State. didn't care as
long as Washburn was on the
floor
come game time. His agent
By DAN
didn't care as long as Chris
could sttll command a seven.figure NBA salary.. The NBA
Wld, in particular, the Golden
State.Warriors didn't care. They
Exploitatk,;,··'Q;fl;;}; '";thkt~. .,.,., .,.,.,.,.,.,., ~~~~f =n~i~~~~
pick in the draft Wld bestowed a
million-dollar contract on him.
What did Washburn do with
the money and the onnnrtuntty?

are being exploited. We've all
known it, but currently there are
two tragic examples of the
negative effects it produces. ·One
case is in progress, while the
other demonstrates the end
results.
·
Both involve college basketball and both involve incredibly
gifted at~letes wh(J really have
nothing else goingfor them. The ·
problem ts that nobody cares
that the two kids ·Ztves are a
mess because the two kids can

He bought a custom-made
$100,000 Mercedes with an
$18,000 stereo and forgot the
money he was being paid was in
retumfor playing basketbalL He
lDaded Up his Mercedes with
ghetto groupies Wld promptly
discovered the joys of cocaine.
He ts currently in rehabtlitatton:·

dunk the heck out of a ball.
Chris Washburn. A man.;

Lloyd Daniels. You may not _
know this name. He's the kid

rr'"''

who's supposedly the best New
York City basketball prodigy
since a kid named Lew Alcindor.
He's also the kid who's been to
seven high schools and junior
colleges and still cWl't get his
grades high enough to play college basketball. He cWl 't read, it
seems. His legal guardian is an
assistWlt coach at UNL V, that
basketball halfway house.
Recently, he was arrested while
·frequenting a Las Vegas crack
factory.
After his arrest, UNLV coach
Jerry TarkWliWl promptly announced that Daniels was no
longer wanted at UNLV. Upon
hearing this announcement,
Kansas reportedly dispatched
W1 assistWlt to g6 Wld recruit .

Daniels.
These kJds have no right to be
on a college campus. This is sort
of a closed-minded view as there
is the old story about basketball
gives these kids _the opportunity
to get an education that they
· otherwise would not have.
Those of you citing this point of
view do have a point. These kids
come
from
humble

Tennis.season voll
::rHE
Swing

backgrounds and have not had
• it easy. Basketball is their one
big chance. But. once they get to
college they're not expected to
do anything but play.
The opportunityfor education
that these kids are getting is be. ing taken away by coaches who
let it be known that the kid's only purpose ts to.play hoops.. At
every turn, these kids are
reminded that, hey, we know
you're all screwed up, but as
long as you keep dunking, you'll
have a million dollars in a year
or two. Hey, Lloyd Daniels, you
can't read, you 're on drugs,
Jerry Tarkanian doesn't even
want you, but as long as you can
still play, come on out to Kan~

sas.
I just think it's a shame, not
that these kids Uves are screwed
up, but that the people who have
a chWlce to help these young
athletes become worthwhile
citizens are eontrtbuting to their
downfalL As long as this continues, you CWl expect to read
about athletes in rehab centers,
in prisons, and eventually.
nowhere.

s to forefront

o'f

Things
By BRIAN Z17LSTRA
Staff Writer

There is still some snow on the
ground, and a few of Central's
winter sports are still in action. Of
course, that must mean one
thing-tennis season is here.
Say what?
That's right. Despite having
reminders of winter around us,
CWU's men's and women's tennis
teams have started their respective
seasons.
The women opened with a 5-4
win at Seattle Pacific Saturday.
Both teams are on the road this
weekend. The men Visit Seattle
Pacific Friday afternoon, followed
by a match at Puget Sound Saturday morning. The women then
tangle against UPS Saturday afternoon.
The Wildcat men will be sporting
a fairly inexperienced team this
season. Of the 14 players on the
squad, only two are returning lettermen.
Gone from last year are the top
four players, led by number one
singles standout Mark Villegas.
Tennis coach Dennis Roberts
agreed that the loss of Villegas will
hurt.
"He was a leader," Roberts said.
"It would be nice to have him back.
The loss will be felt, but it's not a
disaster.''

TENNIS ANYONE? - Regardles~ of the chill
in the air, Central's tennis team is taking to
the courts. Practice is infull swing, indoors,

Also missing from the 1986 outfit
that finished with a 6-8 record are
Tad Davis, Rod Hamill and John
Thornton.
While he is without the majority

at the racquet club. This week, both the men
and women will see their first action of the

season.

of last year's varsity team, Roberts
said the newcomers will help to fill
the void, especially in the lower
positions.
Upon returning to eligibility spr-

ing quarter Frank Pettersen will be
handling number one singles
Please see Tennis page 20
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By BRENDA BERUBE
Sports Editor

Senior Kristi Wilson walked away
with the greatest honor of her Central basketball career Tuesday night
at the annual winter sports banquet, held at the Best Western,
when head coach Gary Frederick
made the announcement that she
had been selected to the All-District
I team.
The announcement, which came
earlier in the afternoon, made
Wilson the first woman in Central
basketball history to be awarded the
prestigious honor.
·
''I'm kind of psyched," Wilson
said. "I had no idea. I never expected that one. I'm excited. What a
way to end my last year with style.''
Wilson led the Lady 'Cats in
almost every offensive category and
held the second place slot for field
goal percentage in the district.
Wilson, was also awarded Most
Valuable Player and Captain.
MaryAnn McCord shared in the
Captain's Award and also received
Most Inspirational.
Defensive coach Mike Frederick
bestowed the outstanding defensive
award to senior forward Deanna
Sanders. Frederick also announced
his departure from Central.
He thanked head men's basketball coach Dean Nicholson and his
teams for their inspiration and Gary
and Bobbi Frederick, his kids and
all the players he's worked with for
their help and dedication.
"The success I've gained is
because of them,'' he said.

DANDY VANDY AND THE LEGEND - Head
Coach Dean Nichol~on awards Ron
vanderSchaaf with the Most Inspirational
Playet award at the annual winter sports

Awards for wrestling went to
senior Mark Peterson for Captain
and senior Ken Sroka as Most Inspirational. Coach Greg Ford · explained that the wrestlin~ MVP is

banquet Tuesday night at the Best Western.
VanderSchaaf is Central's leading scorer
and is number two in career scoring.

not awarded until after the national
tournament. MVP is based on who
places highest in the national tournament.
In men's basketball ~uard, Tim

Durden ran off with the Hustle
Please see Banquet page 24

more about Tennis
from pg.19
duties. Pettersen, who didn't turn
out last year, was a member of the
1985 team, but didn't play a match
because of ineligibility.
Roberts said the senior's
strengths are his serve, volley and
forehand.
One of the two returning lettermen, Dave Grant, is at· second
singles. Roberts said the junior from
Lacey likes to serve and volley.
The other letterwtnner from last
year, Brian Zylstra, occupies the
third singles position. Zylstra, a
sophomore from Chehalis, is strong
from the baseline, noted Roberts.
Freshman Rob Davis holds down
the number four spot. Roberts feels
that Davis, from Port Ochard, will
be a key player for the Wildcats in
the future. The coach labeled Davis
as a good baseliner.
Another Kent native, Matt
Weaver, will be in ·the fifth singles
:;lot. Like Pettersen, Weaver was on
the '85 squad but didn't play due to

"~
PAGODA
~l

J.!
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Chinese & American
Restaurant

ineligibility. Weaver sat out last
season. The sophomore's strong
points include volleying, according
to the Wildcat mentor.
The sixth singles position is held
by sophomore Kerry Lawrence. The
sophomore from Sheldon played,
but did not l~tter last year.
Other players battling for varsity
time include freshmen Charlie

Miller, Brian Hester. Brian Cole and
Steve McCloskey, and sophomore
Mike Romero.
In assessing the squad, Roberts
said the 'Cats won't be as strong in
the top positions as last year. but added that they will have better depth.
''We'll be stronger than last year
in the lower positions."
Roberts tabbed PLU and Whit-

man as the two best teams in the
district, but he thinks that the
Wildcats
be among the squads
fighting for third place.
"I think we'll be real competitive
with those teams.··
Unlike the men's team, the

will

Please see Tennis page 24

Due to popular demand,

HUMP NIGHT HEAD START
will contin~e throughout Spring Quarter!!
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University
Pizza&Ribs

------ EVERYDAY -----Lunch Special
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s 2.90
All you can eat special

LUNCH

DINNER

$3.80

$4.85

WEDELIVER!U

·l

to all campus locations

I

lOJ% off reg. priced items
1

for C W U students
925-2181 Comer of Main & 2nd

*we honor most coupons

$ 3. 00 OFF

925-2222 . I
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SportsWrap .·
Swimmers
.take district
crowns
The CWU swim teams have continued their dominance of Northwest small college competition.
Central's men won their sixth consecutive NAIA District 1 & 2·championship on Saturday, while Central's women won their third consecutive title. The three-day meet
was held at Lewis & Clark College in
Portland.
Central was led by the performances of Tom Harn and Sharon
Wilson who both took high-point
honors in the men's and women's
divisions, respectively. Ham captured the 50-yard, 100-yard, and
200-yard freestyle titles, while
Wilson won the 100-yard butterfly,
100-yard backstroke, and the
200-yard backstroke. Wilson also
set a new women's school record in
the 200 back.
The 'Cats nearest competitor in
the men's competition was UPS.
Central finished with a total of 772
points to UPS' 601. There were 10
teams competing in the men's division.
Central's ladies had an easier
time in the field of 12 teams,
outswimming Pacific Lutheran apd

UPS by a large margin. Central
scored 796 ·points, while PLU
scored 547 for second and UPS 519
for third .
"It was a good meet for both the
men and the women,'' head coach
Bob Gregson said. "Possibly a better one for the women, the men
seem more tired."
Other individual winners from
Central included Terry Forrey in
both the one and three meter diving
events, Jeff Hillis in the 100-yard
breaststroke, Tom Drury in the
1650-yard freestyle, and Chris
Hayden in the women's 1650 free
event.
·
Central swimmers totaled 43 national qualifying times at the meet,
but some swimmers had already
been qualified · for some of those
events.
·'The girl's 400-yard medley relay
swam a time faster than the current
national record," Gregson said.
··But it doesn't count." National
records only count when accomplished at the national meet. "I
think they can do even better," he
added.
Lori Jo Claunch also set a school
record, coming in her backstroke
lead-off leg of the 400-yard medley
relay. Lead swims in any relay
event are eligible for records, as well
as national qualifying times. Interestingly enough, Claunch's time
of 1:01.62 broke a school record set
earlier in the evening by Wilson.
Wilson's 1:01.80 earned her first,

while Claunch finished second in . meet. There might be a pretty good
1:03.09inthe lOOback. "Shereally team comein." Gregson says it
got fired up for that relay,'' assistant could happen in either the men's or
coach Lori Clark cornniented.
women's division.
Gregson says that while any
"If pe~ple are conc~me? with the
team's success doesn't come easy, it . men taking first, I d~n t think we ar,e
especially doesn't when trying to that far away. T~1~y. we don t
repeat following a season like last l<:>°k that good (gomg mto the nayear' s. "With such a long season it tional meet), ~ut a . good r~st and
is hard to come back with that win- shave, along,Wl~ a change m menning desire," he said. "Eveiything tal prep~edness:. (we) could see a .
was perfect last year (at the national maJor difference.
meet in Spokane). We had a lot of
fans - parents and team members.
"The women have a good shot to
It was short travel, just ideal. It win if they keep up what they have
won't be that way this year."
been doing," Gregson said. "But
there is a lot of luck involved, and
While the 'Cats have a long way it's (winning nationals) not an easy
to travel to Milwaukee, Wisconsin, thing to do."
they will not be alone~ Gregson said
Central will be sending nearly a
he expects UPS and PLU to be full squad (18 men and 18 women)
tough in the women's division at the to Milwaukee. The 'Cats leave Monnational meet, but admits he hasn't day for ·the meet which begins on
heard much from the rest of the Thursday, March 6.
country. "I don't really know about
schools from the Midwest," he said.
- by Damon Stewart
"But a couple of the Wisconsin
schools are ·always tough - Eau
Claire and Green Bay, as well as
Fairmont, West Virginia.''
''As for the men . . . Drury
(Missouri) has to' be the favorite,"
Gregson said. Drury fmished second to Central again in 1986.
Along with Drury, Gregson says
Central, UPS, and Denver are the
main forces in the men's national
meet. "Those are the top four in the
NAIA," he said. "But we don't
always know which NCAA teams
might transfer over to the NAIA

Wrestling

On to West Virginia!
The Central Wildcats are sending four wrestlers to the NAIA
National Tournament in West
Liberty, West Virginia on March
Please see Wrap page 22

' t

KCAT SPECIALTY SHOWS
AGIC CARPET RIDE VIRGIN.VINYL

Sunday night from ten to midnight, the .best of the 1960s thru mid~-70s.

Monday nights at seven, the hottest new album available, played in its entirety.
Sponsored by Dairy ·Queen.

HE ALTERNATIVE MUSIC HOUR
OCK WARS -

T_uesday nights at nine, the bizarre to the sublime.
For those who want something unique.
Sponsored ~y Budweiser

Wednesday nights at eight, two of rocks greatest bands square off. KCAT lets the
listeners decide who is the victor to defend their Rock War crown the next week.

CD SIDETRACKS

The distortion freesounds of compact disk, Thrusday night at eight. Sponsored
by North Pine Music

FRIDAY NIGHT FESTIVAL -

T.CALL HOUR -

A great way ·to bring on the weekend! At 6:30 it is Stupid News .
At 7:30 itisSteve~s Stash , a ~inimum of four recordings by majo
artists not available anywhere else. At eight, Hi h Volta e !

Saturdays at eight, nothing but requested songs for an hour!
Sponsored by Mr. G s
Get the inside scoop on the rock world four times daily.Sponsored by the .University
Bookstore.
Han's G . m.
tertainment lowdown four times dail .
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Sportswrap
5-7, after a fifth place finish at the
District l Tournament this past
weekend at Southern Oregon
University.
·
The four are, as expected,
126-pound, junior, Lenal Brinson {23-2), 134-pound, senior,
Mark
Peterson
{24-5),
heaveyweight Craig Danielson
{11-6) and 134-pound, senior,
Ken Sroka (18-9).
Brinson captured· the 126
pound title, continuing his 20
match win streak. Brinson won a
5-4 decision over Adrian Rodriquez of PLU. on an escape in the
last 30 seconds. ·
Both Peterson and Danielson
took second in their divisions.
Peterson defeated PLU's John
Godino 8-0 and Chuck Calhoun
of Pacific 10-4, before losing 5-4
in the finals.
Danielson beat Oregon Tech's
Bob Hutchins 10-5 in overtime
and J .D. Alley of Southern
Oregon, before being pinned by
Brad Steward of Alaska-Pacific in
the final.
The only other Wildcat who
scored points in the tournament
was Bob Halverson in the 177
division. He defeated Pacific;s
Scott Stockwell 11-6 ill the
quarterfinals, but lost his next
round to Larry Dean of Southern
Oregon.
Overall, CWU finished with 36
114 points for a fifth place showing. Host Southern Oregon won
the tournament with 76 1/2 points
over Alaska Pacific's 7 3.
Head coach Greg Ford predicts
his squad will do well at . nationals. Ford recalled memories
of his 1982 trip to the same competition.
. "The s quad reminds me of
when I went to the NAIA. We took
four guys back and placed sixth
as a team. If you take a small
amount of wrestlers you can do
well if you wrestle well, because
not one team will dominate."
Case i.n point, the 1971
Wildcats took five wrestlers to the
NAIA tournament and brought
home a national championship.
The Wildcats will depart for
West Liberty, next Monday and
start competition the following
Thursday.
·
- by George Edgar

post-season party by a mere halfgame.
''I'm real proud of the girls,"
Frederick said.
For those interested, top seeded
UPS beat Western 72-67 and second seed Seattle defeated Simon
Fraser 71-62, in a pair of loser out
games, with the winners engaging in a best two out of three
series arid a spot in the national
tourney in Kansas City.
"I wouldn't be surprised to see
Western win the playoffs. They
have the tradition and experience. Simon Fraser may have
the best talent, but right now
they aren't playing well,''
Frederick said.
, Central finished with a 19-8
overall record and an 11-6 district
mark.
Kristi Wilson, a 5-10 senior,
scored a career high 25 points
and grabbed nine rebounds
against Seattle, h~lping her to
become the 'Cats first all-district
player.
"She deserves to be on the
team,'· Frederick said.
Wilson led Central in just about
every offensive category. She
averaged 14.6 points a game ·and
9.5 rebounds a game. Her rebounding average was good
enough for seventh in the district,
and her free-throw percentage of
80.6 put her in fourth place.
Wilson also led Central in fieldgoal _percentage, shooting at a
48.9 clip. She scored 20 or more
points seven times and led the
team in scoring on 15 different
occasions.

at center will be back for her
senior season, as will Tami Gifford and Brenda Bongers.
Freshmen Angela Elway, who
scored a team-leading 15 points
in the Wildcats victory against St.
Martin's, Misty Fenner and Kim
Naught will bring experience · to
the Lady 'Cats· lineup next year.
Karen Curnutt, junior varsity's
leading scorer, will also return.
· "The whole district this year
was competitve and very well
balanced,'' FredGrick said.
"There were six or seven quality
teams. There wasn't much difference in talent among those
seven teams.''
"We started out this season
with seven tough games, we had
to be ready for the challenge early. We were 8-2 after 10 games,
but included in that wa,s a
31-point blowout loss at home by
Whitworth. It says a lot about the
character of these girls to come
back the next time we face them
and win on the road,'' Frederick

along with four others, from the
JC ranks.
Kathy Alley {6.9 points a game
and 60 assists on the season) and
Natalie Long, one of four Lady
'Cats to reach double figures,
averaging 10.3 points a game,
joined Martin on the journey west
to Ellensburg from Spokane Falls
Community College, and will give
Central a strong nucleus when
they return next winter.
Long led the team in blocked
shots and averaged about five in a
half boards per game. Martin led
the Wildcats in steals.
Third-leading scorer and
second-leading rebounder,
Kristelle Arthur, also returns.
She finished the season with
totals of l 0.9 points and 7 .5 rebounds per game.
Senior MaryAnn McCord will
be missed, as will her team
leading 107 assists from her starting guard position. And parttime
starter Deanna Sanders will also
be a loss to the team.
Kim Stevens, who saw a lot of
playing time backing up Wilson

Kaypro introduces

Please see Wrap page 23
Non-~bsolescence.

The fully IBM PC/XT compatible
KAYPRO PC has been designed
to eliminate obsolescence. Update
any system component, right
down to the microprocessor.
Features include AT-style
keyboard, two disk drives,
12-inch monitor, and a
big bundle of business
software.

Her rebounding numbers were
just as, or even more impressive .
Ten. times over double digits and
after 17 different games, she led
the team in rebounding.
Parttime starter and top sub,
Lanette Martin chipped in with
11.5 points a game. She was one
of the reasons for optimism as the·
Wildcats opened their season this
past year after aquiring her,

Trademarks: IBM , International Business Machines
COR. PORATION

Innovators of Electronic Products for Over ~3 Years

•.su·ggested Retail Price

!

COfili'Ui:i:=t i>ilili:rl)iOn)
222 _E. Fourth, Suite E

9254554

~IJ:,EJI SHOE SALE
· 411 N. Pine

925 _9134

-

Prices explre March 3rd

.ADIDAS

AVIA
Women's BasketbaU
Central women's basketball
team's dreams of a district playoff
berth were dashed, as the Seattle
University Chieftains swept their
weekend games with Simon
Fraser and Whitworth.
Western, the fourth place team,
who swept the Wildcats on the
seaons, lost to district champ
Puget Sound, but beat lowly St.
Martin's, to eliminate Central
Saturday.
'
Central had a fine season, according to head coach Gary
Frederick, surprising the
coaches, who picked the Lady
'Cats to finsih seventh in district.
Instead, the Wildcats, who
were led by a strong contingent of
junior college players and a
player who has become Central's
first all-district performer, finished fifth and experienced the
heartbreak of missing out .on the

All styles 300/o OFF retail

NIKE

30°/o otl retail, all models

SUPER
SHOE
SPECIAL

300/o off all styles

(MANY NEW MODELS)

REEBOK

20010 off retai I

ADULT CLEATED SHOES
{Softball - Soccer - Multipurpose)

Disco~t ~nl~ ~nti~March 3rd

400/o - 600/o Off

'
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Sportswrap
said.
The. two losses to Western did
hurt, because Central split with
both Simon Fraser and Seattle
and went 1-2 with UPS.
- by Joel Lium

Men's Basketball
It has been an up-and-down
time for the Wildcat cagers the
past week.
The week began in high fashion
as the Central juggernaut rolled
over visiting Whitworth Feb. 18,
88-66.
But the Wildcats suddenly were
handed two losses without setting foot on a court. Actually, the
two setbacks were the result of
one player setting foot on the
court when he shouldn't have.

Late last week, the school announced that the team had
forfeited two games-the recent
win over Whitworth and the
98-64 triumph ove.r; Simon
Fraser. The games were forfeited
because an ineligible Wildcat,
B.J. Thurlby, played in those
· contests.
Thurlby became ineligible just
prior to the two contests when he
dropped classes, thus falling
below the 12-credit load needed
to be eligible.
The two forfeits dropped Central from 14th to 20th in the NAIA
national rankings this week.
Because of the forfeits, CWU

_the district's top team, forfeits or
was in danger of losing its top
not. The Wildcats bolted to a 20-3
seeding for the district playoffs.
lead in the opening minutes of the
The forfeit to Simon Fraser gave
first half and expanded the adthe Clansmen two wins over Cenvantage to 41-15 at halftime.
tral. So, if both teams ended in a
CWU's inside {>lay proved to be
tie as the top of the District 1
standings, SFU would be the top
seed.
But the Wildcats decisively put
the matter to rest with an easy
76-49 win at St. Martin's Satur- ·
day.
.
After the unusual week, CWU
enters the district playoffs with a
13-3 district record and 25-7
overall ·mark.
The Wildcats open the playoffs
· tonight at 7 :30 p.m. when they
host fourth-seeded AlaskaJuneau in a loser's out match.
The Humpback Whales finished
the regular season with an 11-5
district mark and 18-7 season
ledger.

too much for the Saints, as it
outrebounded the hosts. 39-26.
Central also shot 26 free
Please see Wrap page 24

In tonight's other loser out
game, third-seeded Western
Washington ( 11-5, 20-11) plays at
Simon Fraser (11-5, 24-10).
The winner of these two contests then meet in a best-of-three
series to · determine the district
champion.
If Central qualifies for the
series, the first game would be at
home Saturday evening. Game 2
would be Monday evening at
either Western or SFU, and a
third contest, ·if necessary, would
be back in Nicholson Pavilion
Wednesday night.
All three games would have
7 :30 tipoffs.
Against St. Martin's, Central
quickly gave notice that it was

AIRMONT CLASSIC
WHAT A

WI~G

SPAN - Guard Tim Brown shows off his

other skills against the Whitworth Pirates. Brown is better
known on the courtfor his deadly three-point shooting .
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Tennis
from pg. 20

women have plenty of varsity experience, as there are five letterwinners returning from last year's 5-9
group.
Overall, there are 12 players on
the team.
Returning at first singles is Sherri
Holmes, a senior from Ellensburg.
Roberts said the three-year letterwoman is strong at both the
baseline and net.
"She's playing well now," added
Roberts, who ism his first season as
the women's coach. Last year's
coach Dee Johns ·will be assisting
this season.
Monica Leers, a senior from Seattle, is handling second singles
chores, but only for awhile. After
winter quarter ends, Leers will
become ineligible. Roberts said the
newcomer has a good all-court
game.
Kathy Lange, a three-year letterwinner from Oak Harbor, is at third
singles. Like Holmes and Leers,
Lange has a solid all-around style of
play, said Roberts.
The fourth singles position is in
the hands of returning letterwinner

TYPING I WORD PROCESSING -- low
rates -- licensed professional. Mail
out, Reports~ ,.,,.Term pr.ojects,
Resumes, Theses, Copy service tool
SECRETARIAL SERVICES Ltd. 'The
sign of the swan.' 962-6378.

FOR SALE: Tired of living on campus or paying high rent? Even if
you 're a Freshman, for approximately one year dorm's price you can buy
my 24 foot Prowler trailer already
set up between the Health Center and
7-11 and pay $60.00 per month in
rent. Trailer in excellent shape, also
a shed comes with it. Too many extras to. list. For information keep
trying 962-1633 in the evenings. I
also have a lOsp bike for sale cheap.

from pg.20
the Captain's Award for women's
swimming. Most Inspirational went
to junior Debbie Gray and Most Improved was bestowed on junior Betty Dame.
For the men, the Captain's Award
went to three-year letterwinner
Peter Braden. Junior Tom Harn
was voted Most Inspirational and
sophomore Mike Hull was Most Improved.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS: . Domestic and
overseas. Now hiring: kitchen help,
deck hands, maids, gift shop sales,
summer and career opportunities.
Call (206) 736-2972, Ext. C402.

Sportswrap--------------------throws, making 19, while St. Martin's w~nt to the charity stripe only eight times.
Joe Harris scored 12 points to
pace four Wildcats in double
figures. Harris also added two
steals and a team-high four
assists.
Ron vanderSchaaf, Rodnie
Taylor, and Tom Pettersen had
11 points apiece for the 'Cats.
VanderSchaaf and Taylor each
led the Central board barrage
with six rebounds. Taylor added
two blocked shots.
Although Central's win over
Whitworth was seemingly
uneventful, it also marked the
game in which two milestones
were reached.

first half, scoring 10 points in the
first six minutes. But, the Pirates
were unphased, .staying with
32-26 with 6: 13 ·left. The
Wildcats then went on an 18-6
tear to take a 50-34 halftime lead.

NEED A RIDE somewhere? Or do you
want to give someone a ride to help
you pay for gas? If so then call the
Ride Connection. We will do our best
to find you a ride or passenger. For
more information call 925-7445.

Tim Durden, who finished with
14 points and a game-high six rebounds, led the Wildcats in the
second half with seven points.

ATTENTION PILOTS: There is a new
service on campus that helps you
find passengers to help pay for your
flight time and it's free of charge!
Call the Ride Connection at
925-7445.

by Brian Zylstra

EXPERT CAR STEREO installation
and trouble shooting: Call 962-302 ~
for more information .and estimates .

. This·sprin ,
make abreak orit.

CAR STEREO: Alpine 7273E, brand
new, top of the line. 40 watts power,
full logic, dolby band C, seek, scan,
24 memory station presets. Too
manyother features to list, store
price, $750.00, yours for $385.00 or
best offer. one year warranty!! Call
962-3021

VanderSchaaf scored .14 points
to move past Rich "Handshake"
Hanson ( 1,506) into second place
on CWU' s career scoring list. The
6-8 center currently has 1,525
career points.
VanderSchaaf was pleased
about becoming No. 2.
''I'm very happy," he said .
following the Whitworth game.
"It was In the back of my mind.
Normally, I don't think about it (a
record).''

"WANT TO ADOPT: Couple living in
beautiful Colorado mountain town
will give love and security to baby.
All races considered. Will pay expenses.
Confidential.
(303)
963-0319."
Who needs VANNA WHITE and THE
WHEEL OF FORTUNE, when you can
WIN BIG DOLLARS with the NCTV
RIDICULOUS
TRIVIA
SWEEPSTAKES on cable channel 2.

The other milestone was when
Taylor scored his l ,OOOfh point
in his three-year Wildcat career.
Fittingly, point 1,000 came on a
Taylor specialty-a dunk-with
14:02 left in the first half.
The 6-7 forward said he wasn't
aware that he was close to joining
the 1,000 club.
"I wasn't even conscious about
it," offered Taylor, who finished
with a game-high 20 points.
CWU head coach Dean
Nicholson was happy for both
cagers.
"They've both been excellent
basketball players in our program," Nicholson said.
Taylor was on fire early in the

I

EXPERIENCED
TYPIST
Reasonable, fast, accurate, nothing
too large, small or difficult. Rest1me
specialist. · Bookmark Services,
across from the post office. Call
962-6609

B_ar:iquet

Award. Most Inspirational went to
four-year starter Ron vanderSchaaf, .
and the Captain's Award was
rightfully given to team leader and
captain Joe Harris.
"Joe has been a pleasure to coach
and is a great player and a great person,'' Nicholson said of the point
guard.
Senior, and three-year letterwinner, Tari Stonecipher was awarded

I

CLASSIFIEDS

•

Linda Johnson, of Battle .G round. University transfer.
Roberts said Johnson also has a
Sue Lee won't be eligible until
good all-around game.
spring quarter.
Another returning letterwinner,
Roberts said the team will be
Richland native, Robbie Gruhn, is strengthened spring quarter when
at fifth singles.
· Jill Gregson, who lettered last year,
Becky Bernth, a freshman from . returns from Hawaii.
Ellensburg, is handling the sixth
The CWU mentor said the netters
singles slot.
will be stronger than last year.
Roberts said there are a few
players who will be making a strong
"We have all · the returning peopusfi for varsity time. They include: ple, plus a couple of new ones.''
Sue Lee, a transfer from Michigan
He added th~t experience and
State; returning letterwinner Lisa depth will be strengths. ''The top
Burton; and , Ann Lee. a Boston four or five are all pretty equal.''

more about
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Need money for that trip to
DAYTONA BEACH this spring, TUNE
into the NCTV RIDICULOUS TRIVIA
SWEEPSTAKES on cable channel 2
..

and

WIN

HUGE

AMOUNTS

OF

CASH!! I

1/:3Off
·

This Spring Break, catch a Greyhound®to the ·
_beach, the mountains, or your hometown. At Vi off
.uur regular f~res, you .and your friends will have a
really great umc
__ •GO GREYHOUND
wherever you go.* ::!IAnd leavethedrivingtous.
8th and Okanogan
\

7 day advanced purchase required

925-1177

•T ickets are nontram,fcra hk anJ gooJ fo r trn,·d <>nh· 011 <ircY hounJ I.me' m the l\>ll o\\ 111 ~ 'ta ll',. :\ nzllnJ. < :ali fornta . !Ja hn . '.\c\·aJa.
Oregon. l· tah ancl \'\'c1'l11n1non. <:cna111 rc, tr1 .:11on' ar rh
1)1\(ou nt
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r
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TUNE INTO CABLE CHANNEL 2 and
answer t he NCTV RIDICULOUS
TR I VIA SWEEPSTAKES and
$2500.00 can b e yours!!!!

COUCH POTATOS, tired of watching
that old B&W TV,"here's your chance
to WIN $2500.00 to buy that n ew
deluxe color TV. Tune int o the NCTV
RIDICULOUS
TRIVIA
SWEEPSTAKES on cable channel 2
and WIN
BIG DOLLARS!!!!

